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Abstract

This thesis presents an efficient full wave numerical analysis method for three

dimensional microstrip structures inside a stratified media. The method can analyze both

vertical and horizontal components ofthe currents. The conducting structures are modeled

using a mixed potential integral equation (MPIE). The boundary conditions on the

interfaces between dielectlic layels are satisfied through the use of appropriate dyadic

Green's functions in the spectlal domain. Numerical evaluation of Sommelfeld integrals

that are encountered during the transformation ofthe Green's function to the spatial domain

is avoided using the complex images method (CIM). A rnodified CIM is proposed for

efficient solution ofvertical conductors cunents. The modification maintains the rigorous

nature of the full-wave analysis method while achieving the same numelical efüciency for

both vertical and horizontal components of currents. The flequency sweep is made more

efficient by interpolating the coefficients of the complex images used to represent the

Green's functions in the spatial domain.

The CIM is combined with the MPIE and the method of moments (MoM) to

produce a versatile numerical analysis tool for printed geometries in rnultilayered media.

The numerical accuracy and convergence of the tool is established via an analytical

benchmark. The acculacy of the method is also tested against commercially available full-

wave analysis packages. Good agreement is obtained for a wide class ofstacked microstrip

antennas and circuits. The resulting analysis tool is applied successfully to the numerical

analysis of microstrip antennas, and fol a variety of feeding techniques. The tool is also



applied to the analysis of microwave circuits, and passive MMIC components in the

presence of finite ground planes, slots in the ground plane and to a wide frequency band

interconnects. The tool is used to accurately predict the radiated emissions levels from

printed interconnect structures. An efficient radiation susceptibility prediction procedure is

suggested based on the analysis tool. In combination with time domain convolution, the

tool is used Í.o analyze intelconnect systems with active circuits in the time domain. This

approach does not compromise the acculacy of the analysis of the active circuit nor the

interconnect system.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Introduction

Microstrip antennas and circuits that ale made of more than one dielectric layer ale

now widely used in the rniclowave industry. For optimum design of multilayer.ed

stluctures, it is iniportant that an accurate and computationally efficient method be

developed. Several methods have been plesented in the literatule to analyze these kinds of

multilayer structures. Numerous obstacles irnpede the development of a general-purpose

and efficient modeling technique for such structures. One of these obstacles is the

increasing diversity ofdesigns and dielectric layel configurations. The numerical technique

developed should also have the capability of analyzing various kinds of antemra feeding

mechanisms encounteled, such as line feeding, probe feeding, and apeltule coupled

stluctures.

Furthelmore, the introduction of microstrip technology to liighel frequency ranges,

such as the mm-wave lange (fi'equency > 30GHz), has complicated analysis plocedules and

numerical computations for albitrarily shaped microstrip structures. Most solution methods

make assumptions based on relative dilnensions of the structufe with respect to the

operating wavelength, Many of these assumptions become invalid in the mm-wave range.



Additionally, the nat¡ire of the wave propagation in the dielectric rnedia is altered in that

range, with a larger proportion of the wave propagating as surface waves. Only rigor.ous

full wave analysis methods can achieve the required accuracy at these fi'equency ranges,

while rnaintaining enough flexibility to handle a diverse assortment of geometries.

An extensive and substantial amount ofresearch is reported in the literature towalds

predicting, verifying, designing and trying to understand and analyze the operation of

multilayer antenlas and cilcuits. The pu|pose of this thesis is to obtain a suitable, accurate

and nurnerically effrcient mathematical model which is applicable to a wide variety of

rnicrostrip structures, and operating fi'equency ranges.

1.2 Microstrip Antenna Analysis Models

The main objectives ofanterura analysis ale to pledict the radiation characteristics

as well as the near field characteristics []. The folmer includes the radiation pattern, gain

and polalization. While the latter includes such charactelistics like the input impedance and

mutual coupling. The plesence of dielectric inhomogeneity, inhomogenous boundaly

conditions, patch shape and substrate configurations or a variety of feed complicate the

analysis of microstrip antennas. Numerous models have been reported in the litelature to

cany out the numerical analysis of miclostlip antennas. These niodels can be divided into

two main categories. The first category includes those rnodels that are based on the

simplified analysis, these models achieve sirnplicity at the cost of accuracy. The second

categoly includes models that are based on full-wave rnethods. These rnodels offer a better

accuracy and plovide more information about the interaction of microstrip antennas and

their feed networks at the expense ofbeing more complex.



1.2.1 Simplified Analysis Models

The simplified analysis models are based on analytical techniques. These analytical

techniques include the transmission line model, the cavity model, the rnultiport network

rnodel and their rnodified velsions. The analytical models were the first to be developed for

the analysis of r.nicrostrip antennas. They offel simple and analytical solutions that are

useful for practical design and plovide a simple explanation ofthe physical phenomena and

the operation ofthe microstrip antenna.

The simplified analysis models use sirnplifuing assumptions to achieve analytical

simplicity in the folm ofclosed form eigenfunctions. Closed-folm expressions ale used for

the wall admittance, which make these techniques less computer intensive. To account for

various phenomena such as space wave radiation, surface wave radiation and mutual

coupling, they employ an add-on approach. In general, these analysis models suffer fiom a

number of limitations. For exarnple, they ale only accurate when applied to analyze

rnicrostrip antennas with thin substrates and ale inaccurate when applied to nallow width

miclostrip dipoles. Furthermore, these rnodels suffel fi'om the diffìculty to model some feed

configurations including apefiure coupled and proximity coupled microstrip feeds.

I .2. 1. I Transmission Line Models

The physical shapes of rectangular, square and circular patches, amulal lings and

sectors ofcircular patches and annular rings make them convenient to model these anten¡as

as sections of tlansmission lines. The tlansmission line lnodel was the first technique

employed to analyze rectangular rniclostlip anterutas [2]. The interiol legion of the patch

antenna is modeled as a section of transmission line. The characteristic impedance and the



propagation constant ofthe transmission line are determined by the patch size and substrate

parameters. The four walls ol edges of the patch can be classified as radiating or'

noruadiating based on the nature of the field variation along the length of each edge. The

effect of the substrate on the input impedance and the radiation is not considered. This

transmission line rnodel was approximate and very simple and was only applicable to

lectangulal patches.

One modification to include the effect of mutual coupling between the ladiating

edges was introduced in [3]. This was maintained by including a mutual admittance

connected betweelr the two ends of the transmission line. The feed, microstrip or coaxial

line, can be lepresented by an ideal current source at the feed point along the transmission

line, The input impedance is determined tluough obtaining the voltage across the feed. This

modification allowed fol the modeling and analysis of microstrip fed rectangulal patch

antenna [3], design ofa matched broadband rectangular patch antenna [4], calculation of

mutual coupling between rectangular patches [5] and prediction ofwide band performance

of miclostrip antennas [6]. Yet, this modified nodel is only applicable to lectangular and

square miclostrip patches only. Furthermore, the variation offields along the width of the

patch is not consideled and only miclostrip line and coaxial feeds can be analyzed.

The analysis of a wide variety of patches that are not necessarily rectangular,

leqr.rired the use of a mole versatile teclmique which is the generalized tlansmission line

model [7]-[8]. The major difference between the transmission line model and the

generalized tlansn'rission line rnodel is that a patch in the latter is modeled using

transmission lines in orthogorral dilections. This led to the ability to model the valiation of

fie.lds along the tlansvelse direction. In ordel to handle nomectangular geometries, the used



transmission lines ale nonunifonn.

One way to modifu the generalized transmission line rnodel is to assume a TEM

rnode approximation along the symmetry axis of the patch [9]. In which case, various losses

like the radiation loss, dielectric loss and copper loss are combined and assumed distributed

along the length of a transmission line in the form of increased dielectlic loss. The

transrnission line section is divided into a numbel of small sized sections, each of which

has a patticular stlip width, effective dielectlic constant and characteristic impedance.

Using the constraint that the power delivered to the lossy tlansmission line equals the

radiated power, the radiation admittance can be obtained. This model has been applied to a

number of geometries including rectangulal patch, cilcular patch, stacked antenna

geometry, microstrip fed radiating slot and folded dipoles [9]-!01.

1.2.1.2 Cavity Model

The use of the cavity model [ 1] in the analysis of microstlip antennas is an

irnprovement over the transmission line model as the variation of the field along the

transverse direction is accounted for. Being nalrow band resonant antennas, microstrip

patch antennas can be considered as lossy cavities, which in turn rnakes the choice ofthe

cavity model to analyze them very convenient. In this model, the inteliol region ofthe patch

is modeled as a cavity bounded by electlic walls on the top and bottom and a magnetic wall

along the periphery. This is done under the assumptions that the substlate is thin which

implies that the interior regiolr fields do not valy with z, the electric field is only z directed

and the magnetic field has only the transverse components in the region bounded by the

patch metallization and the ground plane. Also, the assumption that the tangential



component ofthe rnagnetic field along the edge is negligible.

The field distribution in the patch can be divided into tu'o regions, the interior fieìds

and the exterior fields. To determine the interior fields, a magnetic wall is assumed all

alound the periphery of the patch at a celtain outwald extension. This outward extension

takes into account the energy stored in the fi'inging fields. The inter.ior electr.ic field

distlibution is obtained in telms of eigenfunctions of the cavity. These eigenfunctions

depend on the shape and size ofthe patch metallization and not on the substrate parameters.

The intelior'fields are then used to determine the input impedance ofthe antenla. Various

types oflosses can be included in the cavity rnodel in the form ofan effective loss tangent.

These include dielectric loss, conductor loss and radiation loss.

The cavity model has also been generalized to analyze nonseparable geornetries

[12]. The nonsepalable geometry is first converted into an equivalent geometry with

rnagnetic walls at the peliphelies. The outward extension is based on an educated guess.

For nonrectangulal geometlies, an extension equal to the substrate thickness wolks well for

thin, low dielectric constant substrates. The next step is to segment the geometry with

magnetic wall into regular geometries for which eigenfunctions ale available. The planar.

circuit approach is then applied to determine the electric and magnetic fields under the

patch. The quality factor Q of the patch's cavity is then calculated and finally the input

impedance can be obtained from the ratio ofthe voltage and culrent at the feed point. This

generalized model has been used to analyze some complex geometries such as lectangular

and squale lings, a cross shaped patch, an H-shaped patch and a two-port circular patch

t13l-t1sl.



1.2. 1.3 Multiporl Network Model

The multipolt network model [4] can be considered as an extension ofthe cavity

model in which the impedance boundary condition at the periphery is enforced explicitly

taking into account the mutual coupling between various edges. In this model, fields in the

interior and exterior regions are modeled separately. The inteliol region is modeled as a

multiport plauar circuit with the ports located along the periphery, while fields in the

exterior region are represented by load admittances. Unlike the transmission line rnodel, all

edges, r'adiating or non'adiating, can be replesented as load admittances. Fufthermore, the

load adrnittance corresponding to a given edge is equally divided into a number ofports.

These loads are then connected to the corresponding polts on the planar circuit. Thus, for a

given edge, the nurnbel of ports on the multiport netwolk and the load network are

identical.

One ofthe major advantages ofthis model is the ability to handle and include in the

analysis any discontinuity in the patch. The multipolt netwolk lnodel has been used to

analyze a variety of microstlip antennas including pentagonal shaped patches [16],

broadband gap-coupled rnultiresonator lectangulal patches [17] and proximity-coupled

rectangulal miclostrip antennas [8]. It has also been applied to rectangular patches,

circular polarization from truncated square patches [ 9], square patches with diagonal slots

[20], direct coupled rectangular patches and two-port rectangulal patches [21].

1.2.2 Full-Wave Analysis Models

The limitations of the simplified analysis models can be overcorne tll'ough the use

of full-wave techniques for the analysis of microstlip antennas. These techniques maintain



rigor and accuracy at the expense of simplicity. The full-wave solutions include the effects

of the dielectric loss, conductor loss, space wave radiation, sulface waves and external

coupling. Furthermore, they can be used fol albitlarily shaped microstrip elements and

arrays, different kinds of feeding mechanisms, multilayer anisotropic substrates and active

antennas. In genelal, they provide the most accurate solution for the impedance and

radiation characteristics. The full-wave analysis models, for arbitrarily shaped microstrip

structures, can be divided into two groups, the first is the differential equation based models

while the second is the integral equation based models.

1.2.2.1 Differential Equation Based Models

The analysis of the miclostrip antennas using diffelential eqr-ration based models

like the tlansmission line matlix (TLM) rnethod [22] and the finite difference time dornain

(FDTD) [23] have been extensively studied. These models are based on the differential

form of Maxwell's equations in time doniain. They require the discletization of the entire

spatial domain of interest. These models are capable of analyzing microstrip structures on

both finite and infinite substlate ol ground plane. They are also capable ofpredicting broad

band frequency domain response because the analysis is carried out in the time domain and

Fast Fouliel Tlansfolm (FFT) is used to obtain the frequency domain response. Despite the

fact that the differential equation based n-rodels are capable of analyzing a wide valiety of

microstlip anteruras, the lalge amount of computation required for the analysis makes them

an ineff,rcient design tool for microstrip antennas and circuits. Numerical analysis of

microstrip antema auays and electrically large circuits is plohibitively inefücient using

these techniqr"res. In today's microstrip antenna CAD enviromnent, the application of the



FDTD and TLM is limited to inhomogenous structures that are diffrcult to handle using

othel numerical techniques.

Analysis ofEM scattering or radiation problems using the TLM or the FDTD starts

by dividing the structure into valious regions based on the material properties. The

unbounded region, ifany, is rendered bounded by terminating it with absorbing medium or

telmination so that reflections do not occur'. Next, the problern's physical space is

discretized in the form of a number of cuboids. The time domain is also discretized with a

certain interval size. Tl.re structure is then excited by an electromagnetic pulse. The wave

launched by the pulse in the stlucture is then studied fol its propagation behavior'.

In the analysis of microstrip antennas using the TLM method, the conducting

surfaces are considered to be perfectly conducting and infinitely thin. The substrates are

modeled by specifying applopriate stub values to niodel permittivity, perrneability and

conductivity. Match terminations for normal incidence boundary conditions are applied to

terminate the exterior mesh boundaries. Due to the requirement of modeling the anten¡a

and the free space region surrounding the antenna, the size ofthe simulation space requiled

fol analyzing microstrip antennas on a finite substrate or ground plane is usually

plohibitively large. TLM based models have been applied to analysis of miclostlip patch

anterula on felrite substrate [24], mutual coupling of microstrip patch antenna alrays [25],

closs-aperture coupled patch 126l and a variety of othel miclostrip-antenna and cilcuit

structures [27].

In the FDTD, the conducting surfaces are assurned to be pelfectly conducting and

of zelo thickness similar to the TLM. They ale thus treated by setting the tangential

conlponents of the electric fields to zero. The edge of the conducting surface is modeled



with the tangential electric field components lying exactly on the edge of the microstlip.

The remaining five boundalies have to be truncated using suitable absolbing boundaly

conditions. The FDTD has been used to analyze rectangular patch antenna [28], modeling

of a dispersive microstrip anterura [29] and to calculate the reflection coefficient ofvarious

microstrip patch confrgurations [30]. The technique has also been used in the analysis of

the mutual coupling between two microstrip antennas [31], as well as, the analysis of

microstrip antennas on a curved surface [32]. Moleover, the FDTD has been used to obtain

the ladar cross section of microstlip patch antennas, and to model the radiation from

microstrip patches with a ferrite substrate [33]-[35].

1.2.2.2 lntegral Equation Based Models

The integlal equation formulations are set up to find uniarown source distributions,

currents and charges densities, inside the solution dornain. They involve the utilization of

Green's functions, in the frequency domain, to account fol any analytically rnanageable

boundary condition between the material interfaces. The unknown distlibutions are

deternined via the Method of Moments (MoM) [36]. The MoM requires the discretization

of the unknown distribution, and sets up a set of linear equations that are solved using

matrix methods.

The application of the electric field integral equation (EFIE) teclnique for electric

current only [37]-[38], requiLes segmenting the entire volume ofthe structure, including the

microstrip ground plane, and the dielectric substl'ate. This formulation is called the volume

integlal equation, for the volume polalization cun'ents inside the dielectrics. The Green's

function used in the volume integral equation is the fiee space dyadic Gleen's function,
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which is the simplest lorm for that function and the easiest to manipulate numelically. The

volume integral equation is numerically ineffrcient fol solving multilayered problems, as

the MoM matrix size becomes excessively large (several thousand unknowns for a simple

structure).

Ifboth electric and magnetic currents are used the resulting formulatiorr is called the

surface integral equation, with the added mathernatical complexity associated with

preselìce of the two types of curlents on the sulfaces. In general, the surface integral

equation involves a smaller number ofunknowns, than the volume integral equation fol the

same structure. When the surface integral equation is restlicted to rotationally symmetric

stluctures, the resulting technique becomes efficient. The structure is essentially reduced to

a two dimensional structure and the numbel of unknowns is small. The drawback for this

method is its restliction to a certain class of stluctures, which is rotationally symmetric.

Considering the fact that the majority of microstrip structures are embedded in

stratified dielectric media, the boundary cor-rditions between these layers can be accounted

for in the derivation of the specialized dyadic Green's functions. Diffelent delivations for

these Gleen's functions are given by several authors [39]-[52].

In conjr"rnction with these specialized Gleen's functions, the mixed potential

integral equation (MPIE) [4] is an accurate and eff,rcient method fol chalactelization of

miclostrip structules. It allows for the discretization of the electlic currents on the

conducto¡s only. The term mixed potential is used because a combination of vector and

scalar potential functions is used for the analysis. Fol a genelal microstlip structure, a

smaller MoM matlix would result using the MPIE than either the volume or surface integral

equations. The cornbination of the MPIE and MoM sets up a porverful analysis tool for



various printed geometries in a multilayer dielectric media. For stratified media problerns,

the MPIE can be solved in two diffelent ways:

l. The integral equation is written and solved in the spectral domain [53]-[55]. This

approach is frequently termed the spectlal domain approach.

2. In the other apploach the spectral domain is used fol calculating the Green's func-

tions, but inverse transforms are taken at this stage and the irrtegral equation is

solved in the space domain [56]-[63]. Applying the MoM in the spatial domain

has the advantage of evaluating the integlands of the MoM matrix elements only

ovel a finite interval for the subsectional basis and testing functions. The method

also provides more physical insight into the ploblem. On the othel hand, it

requires the evaluation of relevant Gleen's ftlnctions in the spatial dor¡ain. This

requires the calculation of the invelse Hankel tlansform of these functions,

known as Sommelfeld integrals (SIs). The direct numerical integlation of the SIs

is a computationally intensive and time-consuming operation.

1.3 Evaluating the Sommerfeld Integrals

The integrated function in the SIs involves a highly oscillatory and slowly decaying

kernel; the zeroth-oldel Bessel function of the first kind. The problem is further'

complicated by the plesence of singularities in the Green's functions near the integlation

path in the complex ko plane.

Two types of singularities can exist, namely poles and branch points [64]. They

occul in cornplex conjugate pairs in the second and forth quadrants of the ko plane. If the
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dielectric material is lossless, then the singularities appear on the real axis. The poles are

associated with the TM and TE guided waves in the dielectric slabs. While the branch

points occur only for vertically unbounded media, i.e., when the top or the bottom layer is

a half space.

Many contribr.rtions have been made towards the evaluation of these integrals and

they fall into two main categories. The fir'st category is the direct numerical integlation

approach. The integration path can eithel be the real axis [65]-[66] or a deformed path on

the complex plane [67]. If the integration is done on the real axis the singularities of the

integrand should be found out and removed via the residue calculus. Locating the poles

(surface waves), and the ensuing evaluation of the numerical residue, with reasonable

accuracy, require careful numerical treatment especially for complex geometries. The

advantage of this method is that it avoids the evaluation of Bessel function with cornplex

arguments, which miglrt cause difficulties in obtaining accurate results.

As for the deformed integlation path, it has been the choice of many authols, see for'

exanrple l4l, 1671. The integlation path is deformed into the complex plane to avoid all

singulalities, eliminating the need fol locating the pole singularities. Hence, the defonned

path of integration has proven to be the most convenient fol multilayer media. The choice

of the deformation manner of the integration path is not clitical, semi-cilcle and serni-

ellipse approximations have been used. The integration over the real axis tail of the path

may be computed as the sum of an altelnating series of integrals between zeros of the

Bessel function. To speed the convelgence series acceleration techniques, such as the

method ofaverages [68] is utilized. A detailed review ofthe valious exttapolation methods

that can be used for accelerating the Sonlrnelfeld integral tails is given by Michalski in [69].
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The second category is the asymptotic approximation of the Sommelfeld integral.

This category depends on a physical or mathematical property ofthe integrand itself, which

when exploited can lead to analytical, or easy numerical evaluation of the integral. This

would lesult in an overall reduction in the time and effort of evaluating the integrals. The

limitations of these methods depend on the nature of the approximation technique. Some

techniques, while very effrcient, work only for a specific class of geometties, and can not

be extended for more genelal cases. Other methods suffer from slow convergence rates in

the near'field region. For some stluctures, apploxinration rnethods depend on the operating

frequency, and may not be applied at higher frequencies.

Exarnples of the asyrnptotic expansion methods include the plane-wave spectrurlr

rnethod, which has been used in [70] and then later in [71] whele the expressions wele

modifred to enhance the convelgence fol large separation between the source and field

points. The approximation was done for single dielectric layer geometlies. The limitation

ofthe method is that it can only handle a single layer ofdielectric. Other approximations to

the Sommelfeld integral were reported by Barkeshli [72], Dunn [73], King [74], and

Hoorfar' [75], who added a correction term to the expressions derived in [74] to handle

electrically thin substr ates.

The modal expansion method, used to approximate the SIs in [76], belongs to this

category, which is tlie precursor to the main method used in this lesearch, the complex

images rnethod (CIM). The CIM is thus, an example of the asymptotic representation of the

Somrnerfeld integlals.
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1.3.1 The Complex Images Method

The CIM was first developed by Chow et al. 1771, The method derives the

asymptotic closed form expressions for the Green's functions. It reduces the time required

to fill the MoM matrix by almost two orders of magnitude, with leported accuracy of better

than 1%o error compared to the direct uume|ical integration. The technique is attractive

because of its lelative acculacy and capability to handle sevet'al layels of dielectrics, and

has been successfully used by several resealch groups t77l-1951. In fact, of all the

asymptotic exparrsion techniques, the CIM proved to be the most versatile, and is now

adopted to most variations of microstrip structures. Flom versatility point of view, it is

second only to the direct numerical integration, and is more effrcient numelically.

In the original formulation of the CIM, the quasi-static images and the surface wave

poles are extracted from the integrand ofthe Sommerfeld integlal. Theil contlibutions ale

handled through the residue theotem. Next, the remaining integrand is approxirnated via a

set of few complex exponentials thlough the generalized pencil of functions (GPOF)

rnethod [78]. This approach was termed the one-level approximation, since it involved

using the GPOF to approximate the integrand only once.

The one-level approach suffered from the sarne lirnitations encountered in the leal

axis integtation ofthe SIs. Narnely, the pole extraction process was an obstacle fot cornplex

geometries. The two-level approach proposed by Aksun [79], alleviates the requirement to

locate the poles of the integrand. It can also rnake the choice of the numbel of complex

irnages, sampling points, aud end points of the sampling region robust. lt provides an

accurate representation ofthe Green's functions and is much faster compaled to the oliginal

one-level approximation.
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The CiM was initially limited to horizontal currents, and was used to analyze single

layer patches and single layer with a supersh'ate [80]. It was also extended to handle

apeltule coupled structures [81]-[82], multilayer transmission lines [83], and MMICs [84].

Later came the extension of the method to include vertical currents, as irr veltical wire

anten¡as above a dielectlic half-space [85], and coax-fed (probe-fed) patches [86].

1.4 Thesis Outline

In this thesis, the application ofthe CIM to different types of microstrip radiating

structures, including vertical metallization, is presented. This analysis techniqr"re is capable

ofhandling sevelal types offeeding nlechanisms ofthe microstrip structure, including line

feed, probe feed and apefture coupled ploblems. A rnodification to the CIM that leads to a

better convergence for the overall Green's function is introduced and applied to many

structures. A novel treatment of vertical conductors is also presented. The rnotivation

behind this research is to obtain an accurate and efficient numerical analysis tool that can

be applied to a wide class of antennas, microwave circuits and EMI/EMC applications.

The problem is formulated using a rnixed potential integlal equation, which

satisfies the boundaly conditions on the conductors. The Green's functions for multilayered

structures are derived in the spectlal domair.r. These functions satisfy the boundaly

condition at tl.le interfaces between the dielectric layers. The CIM is then used to obtain the

spatial domain velsion ofthese Green's flurctions. Fol the horizontal conductors, the two-

level approach is modified to offel more flexibility in the application of the GPOF

apploximation. While, for vertical conductols an effìcient approach that requires less pre-

processing efforts is presented. The MoM solution is then carried out, with looftop basis
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functions representing the currents.

The analysis procedure is applied to sevelal examples of printed microstrip

antennas, microwave circuits, and EMI radiation and susceptibility analysis. The calculated

radiatiolr pattelns, input impedances and gain fol the antennas are compaled to other

commercially available MoM based software. Good agreement is obtained for all the

included results.

In Chapter 2, the integlal equation formulation for the holizontal and vertical

currents, which can be used with line feeding and probe feeding, is presented. This is

followed by the presentation of the integral equation folmulation for the apertule coupled

ploblem. The CIM is then presented together with the modification of the method to handle

vertical conductors. Expressions ofthe nonsymmetric components ofthe Green's functions

are then derived. Some numerical examples for using the method in evaluating different

types of Green's functions are given.

Chapter 3 gives the details for the MoM solution plocedule. The impedance matrix

elements are given, and their evaluation is discussed, The method fol calcr.rlating the

radiated emissions from PCBs is also presented, along with the far freld approxirlation of

the radiation frorn antennas. The modification of the MoM plocedure for structures

containing both vertical and horizontal curfents and for apelture coupled structules is

included.

In Chapter' 4, the application of the analysis method to a number of microstrip

antenna geometries is presented. The efficiency of the approach suggested hele is also

pointed out. Finally, aperture coupled sttuctures are analyzed.

In Chapter' 5, the analysis method is applied to varieties ofmicrowave circuits. First,
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the numerical accuracy and convergence of the analysis technique is illustlated in

comparison to an analytical benchmark. Then, the method is used to calculate the scattering

parameters for the microwave circuits tested. The method is also applied to the analysis of

wide frequency bandwidth irìterconnect structures.

Chapter 6 presents the application of the numerical analysis to the ladiation and

susceptibility analysis of PCBs. Examples from digital citcuits are used to present the

potential of this method in these applications. Finally the conclusion and future work are

discussed in Chapter 7. Final comments on the ovel'all efficiency of the rnethod are also

made.
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CHAPTER 2

Mixed Potential Integral Equation Formulation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the derivation of the MPIE used to analyze general

microstlip structules. These structures consist of a multilayeled dielectric medium,

sandwiched between two infinite regions of fi'ee space, and contain several conducting

objects. The derivation ofthe integral equation is rnade first for structures carrying tll'ee

dimensional electric curlents, and then for structures that contain an equivalent magnetic

crürent (aperture coupled ploblems). The utilized Green's functions are derived in the

spectral domain, and the CIM is used to obtain theil spatial domain equivalent. The

formulation and details of the CIM are given, and how the method can be modified to

handle vertical conductols and the nonsymmetric components ofthe Gleen's functions.

2.2 Formulation for Horizontal and Vertical Currents

A genelic type of the structures that we are analyzing is shown in Fig. 2.1. The

dielectric layers are infinite in the holizontal direction, with lossless and infinitely thin

conductors. The sources inside the dielectric rnedium are elementary dipole sources that are

used to derive the Green's functions. Therefore, these functions can be thought of as the
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impulse response for the system. Once the Green's functions ale derived, they are used in

the integlal equation to calculate the fields everywhere due to the source curlent

distributions. d't tint" dependence is assumed and suppressed. The structules can be

analyzed using the boundaly condition of vanishing electlic field on the conductors'

surfaces [96]:

ix(8"+E'):0 (2.1)

region (i+nt)

z:d¡
region (i) HMD or
region (i- I)

region (i-m)

Figure 2.1 Soulce embedded in a mr.rltilayer mediunr
( HED : Horizontal Electric Dipole,
HMD = Horizontal Magnetic Dipole,
VED : Vertical Electric Dipole)

x

z:d¡-t

z=z-tn

where, Ee is the excitation field, Es is the scattered field and

the conducting surfaces. This equation can be considered

n is the unit normal vector to

as a special case of the more
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general form ñ x E : Z.urfñ * J. , where Zrur¡ is the surface impedance, which is zero for

perfect electlic conductors. J, is the surface electric current density. The formulation in this

chapter is based on equation (2.1).

Irr terms ofthe currents on the colrductors, the field components can be expressed

AS:

n- : jo,jcf, r"ds+ jcä(- I v.r)as
ss

e, : jo, jcf; ryds + jcä(-!v . r)as
SS

E, : jc: Jcfr l^as + j(ù 
fc|v 

.Jrds + jo 
Jcff.t.a' +

sss J"ã(-r!" ')*

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

where Gf,'Yr'zx''Y'" and Gl')"' are the spatial domain vector and scalar Green's functions,

respectively. J*,J'J, are the components of sulface current density J and s is the sulface

of the conductors. The choice of the dyadic Green's functions components here is the

traditional one [57]:

cA = (icÄ- + âci-¡i + (icåv+ 2cV¡y + 2cy2 (2.s)

The Green's functions for the scalar potential has the ploperty: Gl : Gl, because

of the lotational syn'ìmetry in the xy plane. These two componerrts are distinct from the G!

cornponent. Tlie Gleen's function can be explessed in the spectlal domain as a function of



the radial wave number ko as [89]

cl= 1 [rtu*" 2jetk..l

ci: : u -TE----r- |

2jk,

t.2 /
lll rtt -
u2l.'p

jtl.ar"l.l
t1,ã-', ))

(2.6)

(2.7)

where, TTE and TTM are the plane wave transmission coefficients fi.om the plane of the

source (z=zr) to the observation plane (z:z¡). These transmission coefficients can be

derived using equivalent transmission line networks. A complete der.ivation for all the

components of the Green's function is given in Appendix A.

2.3 The Aperture Coupled Problem

To solve the apelture coupling ploblem, we split the stluctule of Fig. 2.2 into two

legions, equivalent to the upper and lower half-spaces, as shown. Equivalent electric and

magnetic cunents flow on the microstlip line, microstrip patch and apertures, respectively,

of both regions to satisfu the boundary conditions as follows:

. Boundary condition -1: The continuity of the tangential electric field components on the

apeÉure is enforced by choosing the rnagnetic curlent on the apelture ofthe lower.region,

which flows along the x-direction, to be equal and opposite to that on the apertì.lre ofthe

upper region.

. Bonndcu'y condi¡ion 2:The continuity ofthe tangential magnetic field components on the

apertìle is satisfied by the following equation:
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zl a

I,
upper

half-space

lowe¡'
half-space

Figure 2.2 Apertule Coupled Patch Antenna.

H!')1¡tt)¡ + n9)tr$]l= sl')ri!'r)i + u!'z)rrÍ|]l (2.8)

where, I"(1), 4rQ) are the electric currents flowing on the upper and lower micr.ostrips,

respectively, while I,.,.,"(l), I,.,.,*(2) ale the x-dilected magnetic currents flowing on the

apefiure in the upper and lower regions, respectively. H"(l)1I"(l)), H*(2)G"y(2) are the x-

directed magnetic f,reld on the aperture of region I and region 2 caused by a y-dir.ected

electric culrent on the microstrip line or an x-directed magnetic cuüent on the apetture,

lespectively.

The fields in equation (2.8) can be expressed in terms of the mixed potentials of

electric and magnetic cunents [93], as follows:
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Hf'rtllll : -:. j ci.(')r$)*a,*
Aper

nl')rr!')t: n!'\,{r!')) *

å^¿,*zl"l'l$1"

"ll,,,tt!',1

(2.e)

(2. 10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

HÍ.'ì,,rr!')l:

HÍ'),rtr!')i: 
[3r¡c1(').r!";a'] 

I
S¡

[9ric¡t'r4''ia.] I
Si

In equation (2.9), the continuity equation for magnetic current and chalge [93] has

. ^ xxliì
beenused. Gi^"'inequation(2.9)istheGreen'sfunctionforthex-dilectedelectricvectot'

potential due to an x-directed magnetic cuuent in the itlt legion, while Gqnr is the scalar

potential due to magnetic charge. Gf,(i) in equation (2. 1 I ) is the Gleen's function for the

x-directed magnetic vector potential due to an x-directed electric curlent in the ith region,

*h.r. Gfr(i) in equation (2.12) isthe Gleen's function fol the z-directed magnetic vector

potential due to an x-dilectecl electric culrent, with both source and field located inside a

rnicrostlip substrate. Detailed delivation ofthese Green's functions ale given in Appendix

A. J"(i) ¡r the electlic current density flowing on the itlt region, and J,.,.,*(i) is the x-dilected

magnetic cunent density flowing on the aperture in the ith legion. In these equations, i, y

are unit vectors in the x- and y-directions, respectively, and s; is the surface ofthe conductor

of the itlt legion.



. Boundary condition 3: The vanishing of the tangential electric field on the microstrip lines

ofthe uppel and lower regions is satisfied by:

E", rt')(r!')) * rf')rrrÍlìl - -Er' (2.r3)

where i:1, 2 colrespond to the upper and lower regions, respectively. B(i) and Ei¡r are the

scattered and impressed electlic fields, respectively. The solution then ploceeds to

segmenting the currents on the patch, apefiure, and feed line. These currents are solved for.

using the MoM as outlined in section 3.3,

2.4 Method of Complex Images

The evaluation of the Green's function in the spatial domain is canied out using tlie

Sommerfeld integral [4] :

(2.14)

where SIP is the Sommerfeld integration path. Equation (2.14) relates the spatial domain

Gleen's functions G4,o to the spectral domain Green's functions öa, o.

The CIM approximation method depends on the Sommerfeld's identity [77]:

oo, o 
: 

*!rl or<oron[2){too)ce, o(ko)

-ikr -_jk.l,î : -j"J *oron[')ttoo)f
SIP

(2.15)

Thus, if the spectral doniain Green's function is approximated in telms of exponential

functions, the Sommelfeld integral(2.14) canbe evaluated analytically in a closed form for
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each exponential. This process is more computationally efficient compared to a numerical

evaluation of the transform in (2.14).

The original apploximation method [77] is outlined here to illustrate our'

modifìcation. The spectral Green's function is divided into thlee componellts as follows:

ðo = ðoolquusi-static) + õf,"lsulface waves) + Gilcomplex images) (2.16)

*h"." õa,,õ!'", an¿ ci ale defrned as:

: stv
Ur =T

Go : lim Go,'o k"-+o "

t!(i)u!2)nesoli¡

. N,,
:cr b-k,.
UA = ¿ anre

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

õao is the quasi-static specÍal contribution, conesponding to the real images ofthe soulce

in the multilayer environments. ðf,ui. ttt" surface wave contribution, calculated using

residue calculus at the location of the poles of the Green's functions. Appendix B includes

a detailed discussion on surface waveS. Npoles is the nulnber of poles and Res (i) is the

residue at the ith pole.

In (2. 19), ðf, is derived using the GPOF, N"¡ is the number of complex images used

for the approximation (typically 3-7 in the original fonnulation), and a,,., and b,r., are
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complex numbers. For the GPOF tlansformation to be applied, the Green's function must

be sampled along a real variable ofa complex valued function. Thus the Green's function

is sampled along the SIP or anothel path in the ko plane.

Since all three comporlents (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) are explessed in exponential

format, the Sommelfeld identity can be applied to evahrate the spatial domain Green's

functions.

Aksun [79] suggested the two-level approach for the approximation, mainly to

render the approximation method lobust and more suitable fol CAD software. The two-

level apploach avoids calculating the quasi-static (real irnages) contribution and the surface

waves contribution. Instead the GPOF approximation is dilectly applied to the spectral

domain Green's functions. The dilect application ofthe GPOF would require high sampling

rate to captule the lapid valiations of the fi.rnctions specially neal the locations of the

singularities. Hence, the sampling is done tlu'ough two stages (two levels). In the first stage

the distance between 0 < ko < k0",., is sampled with high sampling rate. While in the

second stage the remainder of the distance k0.", . ko < co is sampled with a lower sampling

rate, hence decreasing the total number ofused samples for accurate replesentations ofthe

Green's functions. The motivation behind this approach is to avoid both the analytic effort

ofextracting the real images, and the numerical effort calculating the Iocation ofthe surface

wave poles. The pole extraction pl'ocess cannot be automated for arbitlaly layer

confìguration, and must be repeated for different dielectric constants fol the same number

of layels involved [89].

In this thesis, we suggest the use ofa combination of tlte two apploaches as follows,

extract the leal images fol the associated layel geometly, and ptoceed to apply the one- or
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two-level approach of the GPOF approximation. The extraction of the real images

contribution in expression forms depends only on the layer configuration. This extraction,

leads to a less stlingent lequirements on the sampling scherne, and better convelgence for

the overall Gleen's function apploximation, as will be shown in the lesults section. This

approach suggested here has one mole significant advantage. The contribution ofthe quasi-

static images is dominant in the near-field and these components are extracted in an exact

analytical mamer'. Hence we expect that the calculation of the input impedance of the patch

antennas to be more accurate.

2.5 Handling Vertical Conductors

The apploxirnation techrique just described works well for geometries with only

horizontal conductols. Vertical conductors pose a different problern to the approximation

tecllrique GPOF. The approximated function needs to be sampled. This sampling requires

fixing values for z appearing in the expressions of the Green's function, i.e. the

approxirnation is only valid for a cetain source and observation planes. In cases of only

horizontal conductors, this poses no problem because the source and observation planes are

already fixed. However', in the case ofa vertical conductor one needs to integrate along the

length of the conductor, i.e. along z. If the technique is used dilectly, the exponential

approximation needs to be performed for every integlation point. This results in an

extremely inefficient approach to incorporate vertical conductors. Solutions to this problem

were suggested by Aksun [84] and Kipp [97]. Different approaches to tackle this problem

will be discussed here.

Filst it should be noted that fol single layer geometlies, fhe expressions for the
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Green's functions ale not dependant on z, hence the GPOF apploximation can proceed

normally. Next, short vertical conductors (length< 0.1I) can be modeled using only one

basis function, hence only thlee distinct pairs ofvalues for z¡and z, need to be considered.

The approximation can be repeated for each pair of values; the nurnerical computation

ove¡head is not great in this case.

2.5.1 Handling Long Vertical Conductors

Long veltical conductols can be of any length, span several dielectric layers or be

in free space, there is a choice ofways to handle them.

2.5. 1. 1 Interpolation

This solution is a numerical one, and does uot lequire additional analytical

manipulation fol the Green's functions. The distance in the z direction is divided into N

levels, tlre GPOF apploximation is pelformed on N(N+l)/2 combinations of z¡ and zr.

Other values are found by linear interpolation. Care should be exercised when using the

appropriate expression fol the Green's function, specially ve¡tical conductors that span

more than one layel ofdielectric.

While this solution and its results ale expensive numerically, the solution serves as

a check for othel' solutions discussed in the following sub-sections.

2.5.1.2 Analytic Solution

The Green fiurction component associated with veltical culrents can be written as
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follows, (a complete derivation of all the components ofthe Green's functions is given in

Appendix A):

(2.20)

Equation (2.20) can be wlitten in an expanded form as a summation of four terms.

Each of these four terms is an exponential term multiplied by a generalized reflection

coefficient. These reflection coefficients are not function of z, hence the GPOF

approximation can be applied to each one ofthese multipliels. The Sommelfeld identity can

be used in each term separately. The resulting expression would be a series ofexponentials

resulting from the GPOF approximation, multiplied by the exponentials used for the

expansion of equation (2.20). Similar tt eatment can be applied to other components of the

Green's functions.

This solution reqnires a specific analytical treatment for each set ofdielectlic layels

that is used. However, the numetical ovelhead is not excessive (applying the GPOF

approximation three extra times). The nunerical efficiency is preserved at the added

expense ofanalytic rnanipulation for each new dielectric profile,

2.5,2 
^ 

Novel treatment for the Vertical Conductors

In this section we propose a different approach to this ploblem, by rnaking the

approximation in terms of ko instead of kr. First, the Sommelfeld identity (2.15) can be

written as:

c¡ = 
=N- ¡.-ik', '' * o.jk,,z * B.-jkt'J
¿1K-J¿l
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0

Adopting this identity to the integral

have:

,,/1\
2a(28)'r[v + :J

lr., - .,'3
Jnlaz+gz¡''i

in (2.21), we set x : ko ,

(2.21)

(2.22)

ß = p and v = 0, we

(2.23)

(2.24)

ikr --jk,lzle" . ¡

î: -j .|dkekeJo(kep)i
slP

Then, tlu'ough the use ofthe following identity [98]:

Next, the GPOF approximation method is applied in the ko plane with the sampling

performed on the real axis. Thus õo, o{t o) are expressed by a series of complex

exponentials as:

f.-okoJolkop¡kodko : -----g--
C ".u,.u u (o.r+p\3/2

N.
- ''¡, q ,-,
GA,q(kp) = ) ae-''^e

i=1

This expansion is made possible because ko is a real variable. The main difference so far'

flom the oligirial folrmrlation (2.16) is that the approximation is done in terms of ko instead

of k.. Identity (2.22) canbe used in place of the Sommerfeld identity to obtain the Green's

function in closed folrn in the spatial domain:
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c^ =þ' 
u,o,

'{' q 
,?, {a? + o\t'z

(2.2s)

The advanfage of this new approximation is that fixing the values of z does not

interfere with the application ofthe GPOF. In the overall procedure the conflibution frorn

equation (2.25) replaces that from equation (2.19). The quasi-static contribution and the

surface wave contribution are still added as normal. Vertical conductors can be rnodeled

using this approach in an effrcient manner. There is no extra numerical or. analytic effort

needed

The trade-off from using this apploach is that the two-level approximation is not

applicable any more, since the surface wave poles have to be located and dealt with.

However, this is not critical, since most practical substlates have loss associated with them.

So the surface wave poles will not lie exactly on the real axis, but rather close to it. This

would facilitate locating these poles numerically [64].

2.6 Evaluation of the Nonsymmetric Components of the Green's

F unctions

A general representation fol Gfr, the z component magnetic vector potential due to

an infinitesirnal x directed electlic dipole is [99]:

cî(p,') = jUî,0r,';ul2)1r.op¡roaro
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where,

ôî(t.,,) : -f+' 2ik."k;
ftfkrrrH. 

"
l * 't*

arÏr'l+i^ '" Ioz¡ )
(2.27)

ff;= ana Tf;" ale the spectral TM and TE tr.ansfer functions between the sour.ce and field

points. These transfer functions are functions ofthe radial spectlal variable ko, the source

and observation or field points positions, as well as the frequency and the physical

parametels of the layeled medium. The parameter.s zr,, are distances along the z dir.ection

fi'om the lower interface ofthe embedding medium to the source and field points. The radial

spectral vector variable is defined as ko = k"i + k"i and kr, : in medium i.

From equation (2.27), G'; is not only a function ofko but also a function ofk^ and

thelefore can not be approximated in terms of the exponentials of k,, : by

means of the GPOF method. However, CîZj f.- is clear.ly a function of only ko and can

thus be approxirnated by GPoF method leading to a closed form expression fol the integr.al

of Gf, with respect to x in the spatial dornain. The spatial repr.esentation of Gf, can then

be found by sirnple diffelentiation ofthe latter integral with respect to x.

The quasi-static (ko + 0) asynptote for Gf,t can be derived frorn equ ation (2.26)

as follows:
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cfi = rim c'j
k"-+0 -

= 9 tc'^"o*lÒxJ " l*.-o
ct) ;zxI - tr^: 

; cos0 
J 

J, (kpp)1-k;dkp

(2.28)

*ft"r. òfi = Ci l, ^ and g = acos(x/p) is the field poinl with respect to rhe x axis.'' lk"-+o

The static asymptote Cfi .un be derived fi.om equation (2.27) by letting ko -+ 0

and therefole k, --> -jko.This limiting process is also equivalent to the situation where the

field point app|oaches the source. when the source and the field points are irr adjacent

layers, the final result is:

(2.29)

In this equation nf'n ana nf', aLe the static limits of the reflection coefficient at the

intelface between the source and field layels. In this representation, only the first static term

is considered. This approximation is valid for r.egions near the source point.

Ifthe soulce and the field points are in the same layer, then

^zx -11-ue" _ -jexp{ -ko(d- z,- zr)}

-J4 - 2k;

"{f(' -' nl,lu.= J -(' -' -+tl-": 
J }

(2.30)
^ zl((J^

-rtç 
-

ft[(*;l-" =, 
* nî"1*" 

= ) exp {-ko(2d - z,- zr))

{*irl-" = o 
* *f"l*. 

= ) exp 1-to1z, + z,¡1 1
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-h"r. Rjlo"=o(i: l,u;j= TE,TM) is rhe staric limit of the r.eflection coefficienr ar the

upper (i:u) or lower (i=l) boundary of the source layer and d is the thickness of the source

layer. It is further assumed That zrsz¡. only the first three static terms are enough to

provide an acculate approximation of the potential function near the sour.ce point. when

the source and the field point ale located in the same layer, the nonsymmetrical component

given by equation (2.30) does not contain any term conesponding to the direct interaction

between the source and the f,reld point, and only reflections from the top and bottom layer.s

contribute to ðf; as is expected. substituting equarions (2.29) and (2.30) in equation (2.2g)

and using the identity:

The static asymptote Gfr can be obtained in closed form.

In the case where the source point and the field point are located in the same layer

of a multilayer medium, the near' field approximation can be derived based on the above

static asymptote. The result is:

lexpi-au¡J,1up)¿u = úaf -u
¿ 12 20 p,va +p

*Jea-',*',f * t -ea-r,-',)
plrz*;;*.¡

{oi,l-.=o**f"l*"=J

*Jtt,*',f*t-t.,*trl]
plø.',f G ]

(2.31)

(2.32)

*s = ïPt(*i,l*"=o*Rin,lo" )
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When the source and the field point are in adjacent layers, one obtains

"ñ=iP{il('**i,l_"=J

-('.*,il-.=JÌ

nzx -¡rrcos{¡e" - 1¡ 
1(1. - - l---:-l-¡50 4n \e.+l/p

(2.33)

In the special case where the source and the field points are both located on the

intelface between a dielectric substrate and the air.in a typical micr.ostrip line str.ucture,

equation (2.33) with z,:0,z, = d can be used to find the asymptote for this

configuration:

(2.34)

The static asynptote defined by equation (2.28) should not be identifred with the

static field due to a hypothetical constant cuffent element oriented along the x direction. In

fact the static Gf, due to a constant current element is zero. the static asymptote Gzox¿ì0

defined in equation (2.28) plovides a very accurate approxirnation for.the dynamic Gf, in

the neal field zone.

In the interrnediate region -1 < log(kor') < 1 , the following complex images

lepreseritation is ernployed :

d - z"+ z¡)2 + p2 - 7d, 
* zr+ zr)

p l(2d - z"+ zr¡2 + p2
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^¿x ô : exp(-jkRr)
rre,.i :6* Z ar 4"\

ï+ i ",gl,+ {l*01-¡r*,, " "'4n .2, 'R,( R, R?

Beyond (log(kor) > 1) , surface wave terms are dominant and are given by:

Nr¡ * Nr¡r

Gf;,," = cosg I n,u!2)lrooo) e.36)
i= I
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2.7 Numerical Results for the Evaluation of the Greenos

Function

To illustlate the plocedure ofthe calculation fol the Green's functions in the spatial

domain, the example in Fig. 2.3 is consideled. The structure is a two layel dielectric

substrate, with the dielectric constants and heights as illustlated. The pelfect conductor'

ground plane is introduced at the bottom layer. The soulce and the observation points are

located at the intelface ofthe two dielectric layers. The soulce is assumed to be a horizontal

electric dipole (HED). The Green's function is evaluated using the original one-level

approach, the two-level approach and the two level approach with the extraction of the

quasi-static images. All tluee evaluation methods are cornpared.

For the geometry in Fig. 2.3, the parameters in the Green's functions expressions

ale given by:

- (l +Rf'ule-lzl"'¡1t +nf;oe rk"t2d'-z))

''u - 
-o+r:*4rþ-,*'

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.39)

¡TM
(1 - R?'Ele-i2k"')(1 - Rf'Je-jk,'(2d' -z))

I - nf'inf'fl"-izt"'at

and

i+ l. i -jk,2d,
D¡+ l.i _ tTE,TM- e

''TE. Tìlt - ----------------
' 1 ,.i+l.i ô--J^',¿ui' 'TE, TM "
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Figure 2.3 A two layer dielectlic substrate.
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Figure 2.4 The magnitude fo¡ the Green's function of the magnetic vector potential.
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i+ l. i k.,,, - k..rre : Çf¡E

¡+ l. i êi* tkr -, - eikr,
--------------- ----.t' I m ei* tk, _, 

+ eik,

(2.40)

(2.41)

of 30GHz. Extracting theIn this example we look only at Gf, for a frequency

quasi-static image confribution we have:

^\X u ¡ 
"-lkt 

s-jkir¡Lr¡ = -J- l 

---l

,.o 4¡\ r tu/ (2.42)

where

,^ : 
^lp2 

+ ç2.a.¡ "f (2.43)

All three approximation methods ploceed as explained earlier. For the onelevel

approach, after the subtraction ofthe quasi-static and surface wave contlibution, the GPOF

is applied. The number of complex images used is 4, and 40 sarnpling points were used.

In the two level approach, in the first step numbel of complex images is 5, number

of sarnples is 100. In the second step number of complex images is 8, number of samples

is 200. Finally fol the two-level approach after the subtraction ofthe complex images in the

filst step only 4 complex images are needed with 40 sampling points, and in the second step

only 6 complex irnages were used and 120 sarnples. Thele is an obvious reduction ofthe

number of samples needed to achieve the same acculacy after subtracting the quasi-static

images. Fig. 2.4 shows the magnitude for the Green's function for the vector potential
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obtained using the three approaches.

In the next exarnple, a similal geometry is considered in Fig 2.5. This example is

used to illustrate the computation of the different components ofthe Green's functions at

different source and field points and different frequencies.

The first set of lesults is shown in Fig 2.6, in which the magnitude of the magnetic

vector poterìtial is plotted versus the normalized electrical distance. The computations are

carried out at 6GHz for a HED source. The three curves l.epresents different soulce and

field layers. The layer closest to he ground plane is layer. I and the layer.adjacent to the air

half-space is layer'2. i.e, curve 1,2 represents the field at a point on the first layer due to an

HED soulce on the second layer. The corresponding electric scalar potential lesults are

shown in Fig 2.7.

For the same geornetry and for a source on layer 1 the observer on layer 2 the results

for the vector and scalar Green's functions ale evaluated at different fi.equencies. The

results are shown in Fig 2.8 and Fig 2.9. The frequencies ate 2, 4, 6GHz, as shown on the

graphs.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter', the MPIE for in the analysis of general microstrip structures is

presented. The Green's functions are derived in the spectral domain and the CIM is used to

avert the numelical evaluation ofthe SIs. The method is modified for the ver.tical current

components and the nonsymmetric components. The numerical efüciency of the original

CIM is preserved tluough each modification. The results presented for the calculation of

the Green's function show excellent agleement between the original approach and the
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modified approaches. Nnmerical results also show very good agleement with results based

on numerical integration. In the next chapter; the MoM solution to the MpIE is pl.esented.

The efficient forms fol the Green's functions obtained tll'ough the clM are vital to the rapid

evaluation of the MoM lnatlix elements as shown in the next chapter..
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CHAPTER 3

Method of Moments

3.1 Introduction

The well established MoM is used to transform the MPIE into an algeblaic matrix

equation of the form Ax = b, which can be solved using normal matrix invelsion

techniques. The MoM can be used to discl'etize any continuous operator, such as an integral

equation. In the MoM procedule, the unk¡own surface currents are expanded in a set of

known basis or expansion functions with unknown coeffrcients. The integral equation is

then tested, in the integral sense, with another set of functions called test functions,

resulting in a set of sirnultaneous equations. The testing functions can be identical to the

basis functions, in which case the testing process is called Galerkin's method.

A Galerkin testing plocedure is used is this research. Although numerically

intensive, it leads to a symmetlic matrix, which can fulther reduce the time r-equired to fill

the MoM rnatrix by one half.

3.2 MoM Solution for Line Feeding

In the case of a microstrip line-fed patch or for miclostrip circuits containing only

horizontal currents, equations (2.2) and (2.3) only are considered. The MoM matrix
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equation, resulting fi'om the current segmentation process, is given by:

htl : |r'*'] rzti'"r][Ìî]

t"i lrz;;-r i';;"rll';l
(3, 1)

ZT;'"' : '"rt#l(rl', cT , r, - [*,# (3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

and the left hand side elements of the niatrix are given by (the soulce is in the x direction)

,ij,"= <,1',c)iøri> [*,ål ",.#>)
^-m' ^,n

t:;" = -*<";, oo * #)

,i:,;-' = -þ<:i;, oo *$',

vI' = (Ll', cf, o .l,).[r,#, o, r*,

4 = *'#"oo**)

(3.6)

(3.7)

.li 1i:m,n) are the current density basis functions. V^ and V, are the excitation culrents

in the x and y directions lespectively. Zl'*'n' denotes the mutual impedance between the



m'th testing function and the mth basis function, and Vi' r'epresents tlle excitation voltage

at the m'th position of the matrix due to the current source, I denotes convolution, and

( , ) denotes imer ploduct integral, which is used to define the testing process.

3.2.1 Current Segmentation

The curlent segmenlation process is used to transform the integlal equation into the

impedance matrix equation (3.1). This section describes the culrent segmentation and the

selection for the basis functions. The choice ofthe basis functions plays an important lule

in determining the rate ofconvelgence ofthe integrals associated with the evaluation ofthe

rnatrix elements. An imploper choice can lead to non-convelgent integrals [100] and

elrorleous results [101].

The dyadic Gleen functions associated with the multilayer dielectric structures that

are analy zed in this thesis have algebraic singularities of the first order, i.e.,

G - O( 1/lL - r'l) . They are easier to manipulate numerically than the Green's functions

associated with the electric field integlal equation which have algebraic singularities ofthe

third older; i.e., G- O(1,zlr-r'13).

Each ofthe elements ofthe impedance matrix contains one or two inner products.

The inner products that corìtain differentiation will lead to higher older singularity than

those that do not contain those derivatives. Thus it will be suffrcient to study only the telms

with the derivatives in older 1o ensule the convergence of all integlals. This iruer product

is evaluated as follows:
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(3.8)

In accordance with the discussion presented in [100] this four fold integral is guaranteed to

exist if the basis functions are at least piecewise differentiable. Thus, any choice for the

basis functions must satisry this condition.

Accordingly, the current discretization proceeds as follows, all metallic surfaces,

are meshed with rectangular cells. Every two neighboring cells are modeled witli a rooftop

basis function for the cuuent. The looftop basis functions ale piecewise differentiable, and

also have simple mathematical expressions that enable them to be analytically manipulated

to simplifr the evaluation ofthe innel product integrals.

ôJln ôJln -ôJY ôJ ln(æ,o08#) : J J J Jãi Go(x-x',y-y')ôx dxdydx'dy'
D(T) D(B)

NM_
¡-(*,v) = I I

n=lm=

NIM
Jy(x,y) = I I

n= lnì: I

I

Ii'Ji'"qx, y¡
I

If '"Jf '"{x, y)

(3.e)

(3. 1 0)

(3. 1 1)

(3.12)

Using a Galerkin MoM procedure, the basis and testing functions (Fig. 3.1) are

given by:

rl'(*,y)=*i'-q3l

Jil"'(", y) : l[l - lx - nwll
' llx L w 

-.1

The soulce contribution to the crurent density on the miclostlip line is accounted fol using
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the following basis function

Jl'(*, v)

-l t. xl; L',*[]
I t. xl
* L' h"l

Figure 3.1 The rooftop basis function in the x direction.

J,(x, y) =
-h*<x<0

(3. I 3)

0<x<h"

These basis functions are compatible with the looftop basis function used for

representing the current density on the microstrip. However, these functions are piecewise

continuous, while the rooftops are piecewise differentiable functions. It should be noted

that calculating the divergence ofthese basis functions includes a singularity, since they are

only piecewise continuous. Consequently, the integrals corresponding to the basis function

ofthe source would be divelgent unless some other physical constraints are applied to force

convergence [100]. The ploblern of piecewise continuo¡.rs basis functions for the source

representing the source current density is the discontinuity which gives rise to infinite, non-

physical chalge density, i.e., a singularity in its derivative. Ifthis singulality can bejustified

physically, it can be removed, and the integral involving these basis functiolrs becornes

convelgent. The question that arises is about the justification of ignoling the impulse

function resulting from the derivative of the piecewise continuous basis function.
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To answer this question we lecall the principle of conservation of charge at the

location of the source, the junction x:0. This junction is the center of the source basis

function as evident from (3.13). The current carlying connection (physical source) is

conrìected to the microstrip stlucture at this point, which implies that the chalge density can

not be singular and must be finite (the cullent continuity equation states that there can be

no accumulation of chalge at any point). Hence, the divergence ofthe current at the load

telminal must be finite. Therefore, it is safe to conclude that the singularities in the

derivative of the source basis function are not physical singularities; hence they can be

ignoled whenevel they appear as a result ofthe divergence ofthe culrent.

The entries ofthe impedance matrix (3.8) include four fold integlals, provided that

the closed form Green's functions are used. This integration is nunierically extensive even

though the integration is over the finite domain ofthe basis and testing functions. The four

fold integlation can be reduced to double fold by transfening the convolution integral to

the basis functions, and perfolming this convolution analytically. Our choice of basis

functions does permit this analytical evaluation.

There is no separate segmentation plocess for the charge, which is modeled tluough

the continuity equation, as evident fi'om the integlal equation in the used folmulation.

3.2.2 Radiation Fields and Radiated Emissions

After solving for the cunent distribution on the microstlip stlucture, both the near'

and far field components ofthe radiated fields can be calculated by using the colresponding

Green's functions. The radiated power can be obtained through the integration of the

Poynting vectol'ovel'a closed surface which could be a rectangular box enclosing the
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microstrip structure. In this section, the radiated fields and radiated emissions will be

calculated. The electlic field components are tlansformed into the spectral domain where

they can be represented as:

Ë*qk*, k,,, z) = cil(t", k' z¡T*qk", ky) + cË)'(k-, k),, z)iy(k*, k),)

Ër{k,, k' zl = cË"rn, ky, z)i*(k*, k},) + cËv(k", ky, z)iy(k", ky)

Ë,qk", k' z) : cil(t", k' z¡i*qk", ky) + civ(k*, ky, z)i),(k*, k),)

Similally, the magnetic field in the spectral domain can represented as:

(3.14)

(3. r s)

(3. 16)

(3.20)

(3.21)

Ê.1t 
", 

r,,, r¡ : cff1r-, k,,, z¡i"1k*, ky) + õil(k", ky, z)iy(k-, k),) (3,ti)

Ër{k*, k' z) : cvri(t-, k' z¡i*1k^, ky) + cËv(k-, ky, z)iy(k*, ky) (3.1s)

È,1k*, k,,, "¡ 
: cft'1t-, t' z¡i*1t., k),) + cfl(k*, ky, z)iy(k-, ky) (3.19)

The Green's functions for the electric and magnetic fields, fol the observers located

in fi'ee space, z> 0 , arc obtained using the immittance approach and are given by:

¿*" _ _Z.ti *Zntl"-.,0.",
" .) .2

K**Ky

À)x ;\y 72"-2y.,¡k*k,. -¡x,.,
\J-F : \J-F : 

-.--------:------- ç11k,+k;



^zx 
Zrk* -¡x.",

\ IE - --e
"zo

Ã yy Z"ki + Z¡ki _¡x,.2
\JF - _4e

a

Ãy

^zy 
Z"k" -¡x,",UF = -.--------¿e" ktn

ui+ul

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.2s)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.3 r )

cil: -bì?'=
1YrroZ,,-yr"oZ"¡k"k

;yx _ Z.vr"otl *Znvrrokl -.;*,",
1a

k"+k;

zzx 2¡k -1x,""uH : *----l' e
o lro

Ã*y _ Z.Yrvok2+Z¡Yruok] -1ç",
.ta

k;+k;

cfl = 
Znk""-;o'"'
oFo

ID €,
r TMo - ìl-ñzo

kz
a

ITF^ - 

-

r cu OFo

., oto€.I
'TMI Ázl

kz,
'TEI oFo
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2": j k,ok, t sin(k,t d 

')oeoIer1 krocos(kr, d 1) + jkr, sin(krt d l)]

Zt=
j ro ¡ro sin (k,, d,)

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

[k,, cos (k,, d 
, ) + j k,o sin (k,, d, ) ]

Note that Yrvo, Yreo, Yr* and Yr' are wave admittances in free space and in the

dielectric medium, r'espectively. While,2" and Z¡ may be defined as Green's function for

TM and TE waves, respectively.

Once the field con.rponents in the spectral domain ale obtained, the electric fields in

the spatial domain can be evaluated by applying the inverse Fourier transfonn.

The inverse operation is achieved through the use of a two-dimensional Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) algoritlu. In (3.34), no far held apploximations are used, thelefore, this

equation can be used for near field as well as far field computations.

The powel ladiated into the uppel half-space is calculated by integratjng the z-

component ofPoynting's vector over the z: zo plane. This yields

E(x, y, z) : f- i Iat-açË1t-, k' z¡e 
j(k-* * k'r t t")

(2")" _L_l*

r = jne JjE 
x Hx . ds : jn" JJte^H-, - E, H*^)dxdy

SS

where the astelisk denotes a complex conjugate operation. The computatiolr time can be
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saved by transfolrrring the field components in the spatial domain into the spectral domain.

The radiated power can be expressed in the spectral domain as:

(3.36)

Since the value of z is greater than zero, the Green's functions in (3.20)-(3.29)

become decaying functions for most of the spectrum, and this leads to the rapid

convelgence ofthe double iutegral in (3.3 6). Physically, this represents the electrornagnetic

wave which propagates into the upper half free space transporting away electlomagnetic

enelgy.

3.2.2.1 Far Field Radiation Pattern

In this section the far field radiation pattern of the microstrip antenna will be

calculated. The method of stationary phase evaluation of the finite Fouriel transform

integlals asymptotically yields simple and numerically efficient lesults. The electric fìeld

in the upper halfspace (z > 0 ) can be lepresented in the foln given by equation (3.34). This

equation states that the field can be regarded as a superposition ofplane waves olthe folm

: ,, , -j(k,x + k,Y + k,z)
E(k", k,, z)e " . v/ z ' . Those waves for which k, is leal are propagating and will

contlibute to the enelgy flow at infinity, while those waves for which k, is purely imaginary

will be evanescent. It is appalent that the far field ¡adiation arises only from that part ofk*,

114
ku spectrum fol which k; + k, < k;.

The method ofstationary phase is based on the observation that when l is very lalge,

a function such as e-jk ' oscillates vely rapidly between equal positive and negative

r : j-"{# l 1,u"".,-ryH*^)dk-dky}
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values except for certain values of k* and k, fol which k.r remains stationary. When a

slowly varying function ofk^ and k, is multiplied by e-jk r and integrated over k* and k,

the contribution of the integral arises pledominantly fi'om those values of k" and k, for

which the phase remains stationary. For those values ofk* and k, that make the phase k . r

vary rapidly, the contribution of the integlal is small because of the cancellation of the

positive and negative parts ofthe integrand. In the limit as r approaches infinity, the leading

term in the asymptotic expansion ofthe integral is given by the contributions arising flom

the stationary phase points only.

The final expressions for the far field ladiation pattern can be written as follows:

Es(e,o) = Ë*(k^, ky zo)cosô + Éy(k*, k,,, zo)sin0

Eö(0,0) : [Ë"(k*, k' zo)sing + Ëy(k*, kr, zo)cosg]cosO

(3.37)

(3.3 8)

where Ë* and Ër, are the x and y components ofthe electric f,reld in the spectral domain,

lespectively. In (3,37) and (3.38) no integlations are involved, therefore, highly efücient

numerical evaluation can be achieved.

3.2.2.2Input Impedance for a Line Fed Patch

The input impedance at the feed point can be evaluated using the lollowing method.

Let the feed line and the patch be modeled by a transmission line terminated with a load

iurpedance. It follows that the microstrip line fed patch anten¡a can be lepresented as an

equivalent tlansmission line of characteristic impedance Zo, Terminated with a load



impedance 26o¿.The transmission line is assumed to suppofi one plopagating mode only,

and the reference plane is chosen to be far enough fi'om the junction so that all the higher

order modes have decayed to insignificant values. With this representation, the current

distribution on the feed line rnay be written as:

I(x; : As-j9" -F g.j9" (3.39)

The unknown coefficients to be determined are A, B and B, where A and B are the

coefficients for the incident and the reflected waves, respectively, and B is the propagation

constant ofthe feed line. To determine the unknown coefficients A, B and B, a least squale

palameter estimation method is used. The constraint that only two exponential terms with

identical exponents (propagation constants) except for theil sign are used to approximate

the culrent distribution on the feed line is imposed. Once the unknown coeffrcients are

detelmined, the reflection coefficient at the reference plane can easily be found from the

ratio of B to A. Hence, the input impedance can be determined from the reflection

coeffrcient.

3.3 MoM Solution for Probe Feeding and Vertical Conductors

In this section the MoM solution for structures containing all tluee components (x,

y and z) of the current is formulated. Similar to the pewiolrs section, rooftop functions are

chosen as the basis functions to leplesent x, y, and z components ofthe culrent density. The

sources are modeled as current frlarnents, therefore, it is suitable to use half-r'ooftop basis

functions at the source telminals, as well as at the sink terminals whele the shorling pins or

via holes are terninated in the ground plane. At the intersections ofveltical and horizontal

conductors, half-rooftop and saw-tooth basis functions ale ernployed on the vertical and
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horizontal conductols, r'espectively, whose amplitudes are related to satisfy the

conservation of chalges.

The boundary conditions for the tangential electric fields are implemented in

integral sense tll'ough the testing procedule of the MoM, for which the field expressions

ale mr.rltiplied by looftop testing fturctions, and are integrated on the conductors. This leads

to a matrix equation for the unknown coefficients ofthe basis functions as:

["*tl ftzï-"'""] ¡zdu"'nn, trï;"''rl lrï1

lui'"1 
= 

ltzil''"'"1 [z'n"'nu] rz["'rrllri"l (3'40)

L "ll I tzl;"'"t tz'):rn"'l tzi:,'l llt',)

The matrix entlies conesponding to horizontal conductols, namely Z**, Z*y, Zy*

and Z, arc written explicitly and tleated in the previous section. The remaining entries,

associated with vertical metallization, are given here:

= (rl,GîeLl')- (*,* o;r#",

= (rl, Gî',p -[+(#, oä'#",)

= qt), cf, ø,> -(+,'t;,"; . #,)

z'l',o'' = -*,#' ", o;. uf;>

(3.42)

(3.41)

(3.43)

(3.44)

z'::*""'

z)):0","

zl):,'
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(3.45)

Evaluating these terms in the impedance matrix is done in a similal fashion to the

holizontal culrents case. The special treatment for the Green's functions components

associated with vertical currents is done in the man¡er described in the previous chapter.

3.3.1 The Attachment Mode Basis Function

A special basis function is used to ensure the continuity of currents between the

coaxial probe and the anten¡a. Special attachment modes have been employed in the past

when studying wiles attached to various structures and were shown to gleatly increase the

accuracy and efficiency of the MoM solution. For thin microstrip structures, a simple,

computationally efficient model ofthe coaxial feed region used in the past assumes that a

constant vertical cunerrt flows on the coaxial probe and upon leaching the patch this cnrrent

spleads out horizontally in an assumed rnamer'. The assumed current distribution on the

probe and patch is then used to calculate the excitation fields and thus the independent

vectol of the MoM matrix equation.

This procedule breaks down, howevel, when the tlue probe culrent distribution is

not uniform or when the true current distribution on the patch due to the probe diffels

significantly from the assumed cunent distlibution. The attachment node employed hele

is an extension of this idea yet does not lestrict the cuüent distribution in the feed region.

The currents on the probe are not assumed to be constant but ale expanded in a set of

-nr'n'. I

"yz
" ôJt-.G:@-1' q ôz'

^,nÌ'n'ldJt/y

a' ÕY
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overlapping tliangle functions. At the top of the plobe a half triangle basis function

cormects the probe to a small rectangular region where the cuuent is assumed to spread out

linearly. The normal x and y directed basis functions on the patch also partially model the

cunent distribution in the feed region. This mode no longer creates the excitation fields but

rather is treated as a specialized MoM basis function whose amplitude is included as an

r¡nknown in the MoM matrix equation. Mathernatically the attaclment mode basis function

is written as:

I(x,y,z)= ifr'c"r"l[r - 
Uts]* 

l{'*rrl[t- fll (3.46)

+ âa(x)¡(v)f t -2lh'- 
zl)

Lozj

This basis function is non zelo only over a rectangle (2d"by 2d") on the patch fi'om

z=h (the air dielectric interface) to z:h-dralong the coaxial probe where d, is one halfthe

length of a normal basis function used on the probe. The current distribution associated

with this basis function is depicted in Fig 3,2. A special testing function is also introduced

that is employed with the attachment mode that consists of four line test segments on the

patch and a sholt stub along the coax as shown in Fig 3.3.

Several mole complex attaclxnent modes have been incorporated and tested in the

plesent model. While the attachment mode of (3.46) does not strictly model the proper

singularity of the currents near the coaxial junction, it provides an excellent balance

between computational efficiency and the overall accuracy of the calculated impedance

data.
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attachment mode top view

cunent cell on patch

Figure 3.2 Top view of the segmented microstrip patch showing the relative
positions ofthe cunent cells and the attachment mode.

Figure 3.3 Perspective view of the attachment mode testing fimction
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3.3.2 Calculation of Input [mpedance and Coupling Parameters

The input impedance of the anterìra is given by U/I(0), where U is the voltage of

the frill used to excite the antenna and I(0) is the current at the base ofthe coaxial probe

found via the MoM procedure. When studying antennas with multiple coaxial excitations

it is mole convenient to work with the poft admittance matrix with elements given by:

(3.47)

Whele U¡ is the voltage of the frill at the excited polt and I.¡(0) is the MoM current

at the base of the jth coaxial probe. Once filled, this matrix is inverted to obtain the port

impedance niatrix that can be used to compute the scattering parameters of the multiport.

3.4 MoM Solution for the Aperture Coupled patch

The electric culrent density on the patch and on the feed line, and magnetic current

density on the apeltule ale expanded as follows:

I,l0)Y,¡=ï u.,:0,j+i

N M_I
r"1*,y1(x,y) = t t rl'iP:iÏ,y)(x,y)

n=lm=l
(3.48)

and

J,,.,* (x ) rlrl,.q*¡ (3.4e)

where N, M and L are the number ofsegments on the microstrip and apertule, respectively.

P", P,.,., are rooftop basis functions.

L

=v
¿-¿
l=1



The Galerkin moment method [102] is applied to equations (2.8) and (2.13), using

the expansion functions ofeqs. (3.48) and (3.49) also as weighting functions. This results

in the lollowing rnatrix equation:

l- o I lr'!l'l rzlill tor I [':';lt t t .,, ,^. ll r

I o I = lrzÍjll rz$åt *tzll,t -rz|'llllrÍ,1ìl (3 s0)

lv'"l I ,0, tzli)t rr::,1]l,!il]L

whele 2..(l) and Z""Q) are the lower and upper microstrip impedance matrices,

respectively. These matrices are similar to the ones in section 3,2. 2n,,.,.,(1)and,2.,.,,n(2) are the

lower and upper magnetic-magnetic apelture impedance matlices, respectively. These

represent tlre dual of tlie electric-electric impedance matrices in 3 .2. Zrrr"(l) and Zn 
"(2) 

are

the matlices for the magnetic voltages on the apel'tuÌ'e due to unit electlic currents on the

miclostrip line. Z"rrr(2)and Z"n(z)are the matrices for the electric voltages on the microstrips

of the lowel and upper subploblems, respectively, due to unit magnetic currents on the

apelture.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter gives the details of the MoM soh.rtion to the MPIE. Impedance matrix

elements are given fol sevelal cases including holizontal currents, vertical and horizontal

cun'ents, and for the apertule coupled case. The rnethod used to pledict the radiated

emission from microstrip cilcuits is outlined and the expressions to calculate radiated far

fields from planal microstrip arìtennas ale derived. In the followirig chapters numelical
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examples will be given for the application of the MoM to various applications. The next

chaptel deals with the application of the method to multilayer antenna problems.



CHAPTER 4

Application to Multilayer Antennas

4.1 Introduction

In order to check the validity of the analysis technique that is formulated in the

previous chapters, extensive numerical tests are performed and compared to the analysis

results obtained tom commelcial CAD softwale. The examples given in this chapter are

selections from these tests. The presented geometries ale practical microstrip anten¡as and

their feeding circuits. The lesults obtained prove the versatility of the rnethod, and its

applicability to the design and optimization of microstrip antennas.

4.2 MultilayerAntennas

In this section, tests are carried out to check the validity of the MoM solution for'

examples ofstacked microstrip antennas. The results are compared to those obtained from

the CAD software IE3D [103]. The stluctules tested in this section contain only holizontal

metallization.

The fir'st example, shown in Fig. 4.1, involves the analysis of an electomagentically

coupled patch. The lowel dielectric layel has the feed line, while the patch is located on the

uppel layer. The siniulation is at a frequency of 1.46GH2. The results are shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Electromagnetically coupled patch, 2A:67.85mm, w:4.53mm.
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Figure 4,2 VSWR fol the electlomagnetically coupled patch.
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The ratio of DIQA) is varied, and the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is calculated.

The results are in good agreement with those obtained from IE3D. The CIM method is used

for calculating the Green's functions. The quasi-static portion is subtracted first, then the

two level approach is applied, as explained in Chapter 2.

The structure is not complex, only 80 current cells are used for the segmentation

(for D/2A: 0). The filling time for the matrix was the dominant factor., and took 55% of

the total lunning time. This percentage would inclease to 73%o if we did not subtract the

quasi-static images first, which is a 25%o time-inclease. Hence, utilizing the approach

suggested here results in a considerable overall time saving fol the solution.

In the second example, a two layer stacked patch is studied, the geometly is shown

in Fig. 4.3. The lesults for the input impedance are shown on the smith chart of Fig. 4.4.

The frequency lange for the simulation is 1.4-1.8GH2. Close agleement for the results with

the IE3D is also obtained. The number of cuü'ent cells for this example is 152. The lime

saving achieved by subtracting the quasi static images is less than 100/o of the ovelall

solution time. The teason for this is that the tirne required for the rnatlix inversion is starting

to inclease.

4.3 Probe-Fed Microstrip Antennas

In this section, the pervious formulation is applied to probe-fed microstrip anterulas

and the results again ale compared to those obtained fi'om the software IE3D [103]. The

structures contain both vertical and horizontal metallization, in a multilayer dielectric

environment to demonstrate the various aspects of the application of the CIM, and the

ability of the modified CIM to handle vertical conduclors. The S-par.ameter.s r.eported are
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Figure 4.3 Stacked microstrip patch anterura,A=67.85 mm, B=62,56mm, w=4.53mn

T-------'1
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Figure 4.4 Input impedance for the stacked patch antenna.



with respect to a 50ohms reference impedance.

The example, shown in Fig. 4.5, is a two layer stacked microstr.ip patch antenna.

The lower patch is fed via a probe connected to a coaxial cable. The upper patch is slightly

larger, and is fed through electlomagnetic coupling from the lower patch. Both patches

have a square geomehy. The details for modeling the probe connection to the patch in the

MoM matlix can be found in [86]. The top layer is covered with a thild dielectric radorne

layer'. The simulation is carried out for the geometry in the frequency r.ange 1.4-1.8GH2.

The results fol the magnitude of the input r.eflection coeffrcient S11 is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The input impedance clearly shows the two resonant dips in the S1¡ tetur.n loss. The

reference plane for these results is atjunction ofthe coaxial plobe and the lower patch. The

close agreement between the simulation results obtained from the CIM and the CAD

software IE3D is evident.

4.4 Aperture Coupled Antenna

To test the validity of the numerical model for aper.ture coupled problems, the

geometìy inFig.4.7 is analyzed using tlte teclmique described in the previous chapter. The

configuration used fol the substlate thickness and dielectric constants mimics the

monolithic phased arlay applications. The feed substrate could be galliuni arsenide for.

phase shiftels and other active circuitry. The Smith chafi results for the calculated input

impedance are shown in Fig. 4.8. In which the r.esults obtained using the CIM are compared

with the resr.rlts published in [104]. It can be noticed that thele is a good agleement with the

measulements over the considered frequency band. The fi'equency values on the smith

chart ale in MHz.
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dl:l.27mm

Figure 4.7 Geometry fol the apeúure coupled antema, A=3cm, B:4cm,
w=l.l6mm, D=.l2cm, Slot width=.06mm, length=.2cm.

Figure 4,8 lnput Impedance for the aper'ture coupled antenna,
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Figure 4,9 Geometry for an aperlure coupled mict'osttip patch. A:3.145cr¡,
B:2.2cm, w=2.47 mm, D= l.4cm, Slot width= 1 mm, length:O S2cm, t
is the glound plane thickness.
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The second example integrates the usage of the apelture coupled formulation with

the vertical currents formulation. The geometry shown in Fig.4.9 is an aperture coupled

microstlip patch tll'ough a thick ground plane. The structure was first suggested by Haddad

and Pozar [105] as a solution to the heat dissipation problem associated with integrated

microwave circuits. The thick ground plane can provide the extra heat sink needed fol the

active components. The coupling between the upper and lower layers decreases with the

increase in the ground plane thickness.

The analysis in [105] was perfolmed using the reciprocity method and modeling the

volume created via the ground plane as a cavity. Hele, the analysis is carried out via

assuming two distir.rct urrknown magnetic currents on the upper and lower faces on the thick

ground plane, in addition electric currents on the veltical walls of the gror.rnd plane are

consideled. Only z directed currents on the walls are assumed. The results pledicted here

should be more accurate than those leported earlier, since no assumption are made on the

natule of the field inside the cavity formed in the slot volume.

The results for the variation ofthe input lesistance velsus the normalized ground

plane thickness are shown in Fig. 4.10. The first point on the graph colresponds to the

original zelo thickness ground plane. The results sl.row the declease in the lesonant input

resistance with the thickness ofthe ground plane. Again close agreement between the IE3D

results fol the lesonant input resistance and the CIM lesults is demonstrated.

The vatiation of the gain versus the ground plane thickness simulation lesults is

shown in Fig. 4.1 I . This simulation results show the tlade-off between the required ground

plane thickness for heat dissipation, and the required gain ofthe element. This curve can be

a useful design aid. In this graph, the glound plane thick¡ess is normalized with respect to
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the wavelength. The frequency at which the simulation is carr.ied out is 3GHz. It is evidenr

that as the glound plane thickness approaches 2yo of the wave length (2mm) the element

loses its efÏìciency as a radiator. Acceptable agreement between the two simulation lesults

is obtained.

4.5 Microstrip Antenna Arrays

The MoM code is applied to an example of mic'ostrip a*ay in this section. The

example is a corporate fed array of linearly polarized microstrip patch antennas. The

corporate fed arrays typically suffer from low effìciency due to the losses in the corporate

feed network. Because of their low profrle and low cost ofmanufacturing on a single layer.

dielectlic, corporate fed microstlip arrays are candidates for use as LMCS subscriber.

terminals [106].

The most common method of realizing these ar.ays is to feed the patches along their

ladiating edges. An alternative, simpler and more efficient feed networ.k design [107]

consists ofpatch elements fed along their. non-radiating edges, as shown in Fig. 4.12. The

array is built on a substlate with height h=0.794rnrn and er:2.55. The ar.r.ay is built utilizing

a 2 X 2 subarlay element that is used as a basic building block. The block is repeated four

times to create the l6 element planar array. All the elemenls are placed in the sanie direction

and have the same excitation. The arlay is designed to operate at a centel. fr.equency of

12GHz. The elements are spaced 0.75À, and the feed lines a'e 50oh¡r lines with 2.1mm

width each. Each thick part ofthe feed network is a quarter wavelength matching section

with 35.35olrrns and 3.8mm width. The details of the design can be found in Il0g]. The

alray is simulated using both IE3D and the proposed MoM code. The results of the

ti



Figure 4.12 Microstrip alray geometry
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simulations are shown in Fig.4.13 and Fig. 4.14.

While simulating the array using the CIM method, and in order to get bettel. results,

the metals had to be discretized into fine segments. The feed network needed to be

segmented into 4 current cells fol the width of the transmission line. Using uniform

segmentation this translates into a cell size of 0.5 X 0.5mm. The impedance matrix size is

excessively large (mole than 10 thousand current elements) and the simulation time is in

the order of l4 hours on a Pentium III 400MHz pr.ocessol. workstation for. 50 frequency

steps. The fine segmentation is needed to obtain the precise results. On the other hand, the

time for simulating the anay on IE3D for the same numbel of frequency steps is in the or.der

of 4 hours on the sarne workstation. This is because the commercial CAD softwar.e is taking

advantage of variable size mesh and interpolation for frequency steps. Besides, the

geometry contains one dielectric layer only which is the simplest case for the Green,s

functions computations.

4.6 Conclusion

The exarnples discussed in this chapter. are fol micl.ostrip antenna elements and arr.ays.

The nurnerical tests pelformed compale the accuracy of the method versus commercial

electromagnetic design software packages. As expected and has been proven through

running these tests, thel'e is a trade-off between effrciency and accur.acy. The developed

code has a simple segmentation scheme, versus the advanced capabilities of the

commercial package. In all cases the segmentation used is uniform and preserves the 10

segments/wavelength guideline that is the norm for traditional MoM codes. If sirnple

segmentation is used, the solutions are notprecise, as evident from the par.asitically coupled
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patch example. In that particular example the number of current elements used is similar to

the number of current segments used by the commercial code. The efficiency of the cIM

code is discussed, as explained by the results of the example. on the other hand for more

complex geometries, such as the thick ground plane aperture coupled patch or.the

microstrip array, much more cuuent elements are used by the clM code, the result is a

longer simulation time, but the accuracy is improved. The solution for this trade off would

be to use the advanced segmentation methods used by the commercial software, hence

ending up with a similar size impedance matrix while preserving the efficiency of the cIM

method.
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CHAPTER 5

Application to Microwave Circuits

5.1 Introduction

Recent advances in monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC's) and ever-

increasing speed of digital circuits have prompted the need for a rigorous and eff,rcient

electromagnetic (EM) modeling technique. Therefore, there have been a flurry of activities

in the alea of computational electlomagnetics to develop compulationally efficient and

accurate numerical techniques fol modeling and simulating the electlical pelformances of

such cilcuits.

Conventional microwave CAD analysis packages, such as Libra, r'ely on closed

folm expressions that are driven using conformal mapping techniques and assuming a

quasi-TEM behavior for the miclostrip elements. These packages fulther assume that

individual discontinuities and lines do not interact. Both assumptions become invalid as the

frequency increases and the stluctures become electrically large (l u {¡. at th.r.),'

frequencies, distributed effects dominate the performance and the acculacy of the

conventional analysis method falls shalply.

On the other hand, planal electrornagnetic simulators can look at the whole pictule,
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rather than breaking the circuit down into building blocks. This rigorous analysis involves

solving Maxwell's equations for two and tlu'ee-dimensional circuits. Two-dimensional

freld simulators ale used to calculate the modal characteristics and electromagnetic fields

for a cross section of tlansmission lines embedded between layers of dielectrics. The

fi'equency dependant modal charactelistics are generated and processed fol irnpedances,

voltages, cunents, powels, propagation velocities and effective dielectric constants. The

tlu'ee dirnensional simulators can calculate the field pattern surlounding a genelal metal-

dielectric structure.

In this chapter, we discuss the application ofthe MPIE to the numerical analysis of

various examples of microwave circuits. The aim of this work is to demonstrate the

velsatility and accuracy of the analysis method presented in this thesis. In addition, since

no restriction is made in the derivation to have an infinite ground plane, the capability of

the method lo analyze structures with finite ground plane is demonstrated.

5.2 Accuracy of the Analysis Method

Most ofthe lesults presented in this thesis are compared to published ol computed

results flom commercial CAD software packages. The accuracy cliterion used in judging

the results is how good is the agreement between the two sets ofdata points. In this section,

quantitative definition fol the accuracy is used. The aim is to evaluate the accuracy of the

analysis method against exact solutions and other well-established bench marks.

5.2.1 Stripline Analysis

A lossless stripline with zero thickness has an exact theoretical solution and is ideal
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for use as a benchmark fol evaluation of the accuracy of electlomagnetic numerical

analysis methods. The standard stripline that is used for this analysis has been published in

[109]. To within the indicated folerances, this line is plecisely 5Oohm line and its length is

exactly 90 degrees at 15GHz. The glound plane spacing allows single mode propagation

up to about 100GHz. The fundamental idea of the standard stripline is that the colrect

answer is known exactly, thus, we can easily calculate the error in its analysis using

numerical techniques. For this particular stripline, by placing two measurement points at

either ends ofthe line, the measured value of S 1 I should be zero and the value for the phase

angle of 521 should be -90 degrees.

Note that percent error criteria (calculated - correct/correct) of Sl l is not useful,

since its correct value is zero and division by zelo is undefined. Instead the following error'

percentage cliteria will be used:

(5.1)

In the analysis of striplines, in any subsectional basis functions based method, the

number of cells into which the width of the line is divided is of plimaly importance for'

analysis accuracy. Accordingly, the change ofpercentage error with the number ofcells is

studied. The specific analysis information are:

. Frequency: l5GHz.

. Ground plane spacing: B : 1.0mm, exactly.

. Substrate dielectric constant: 1.0, exactly.

. Line width: W : 1.4423896.

. Line length: L = 4.99654097, exactly a quafier wavelength.

t 190 + ZS,^hE: 1oo(lsrrl.--nf:)
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. Conductor and dielectric loss: lossless.

Results are shown in Table 5.1. The discretization parameter is cells per line width,

which ranges from 1 to l6 cells per line width. The line is divided into 16 cells along its

length for all cases. This is why the 521 phase is nearly constant. In the table, The filst

column, labeled "N", is the discretization parameter. The next two columns ale for the

magnitude of S¡1 and the phase ofS21. At l5GHz, the correct value ofS11 magnitude is

zero and the correct value of the phase of52¡ is -90 degrees. The last column is the etror E

as defined in equation (5.1).

Generally, an erLor in the 10% range is unacceptable for most engineel'ing

applications. A range around 10% error may be the most commonly required level, yielding

a high probability of success on first fabrication. In a few rare cases, 0.10% euor may be

desired.

One irnportant shorlcoming of this accuracy test is that it does not test dispersion.

Lossless stripline operated in the fundamental TEM mode, has no dispelsion. On the other

hand, being dispelsionless, there is no unceftainty as to the characteristic impedance. Even

with these limitations, this stripline comparison allows the precise quantitative

investigation ofthe acculacy ofour proposed numelical analysis method.

Table 5.1 : Enor variation with the number of segments.

N lsrrl Phase (S12) ErrorVo

I 0.035 -89.999 3.53

2 0.019 -89.999 1.96

4 0.0102 -89.999 1.03

8 0.00s2 .90.0 0.52

t6 0.00138 -90.0 0. 14
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5.3 Numerical Examples

The examples analyzed in this section are microwave circuits and building blocks

for microwave and MMIC circuits. The size of the circuits analyzed is of the older of the

operating wavelength, where the numerical technique is most efficient.

5.3.1 Quadrature Hybrid Circuit

The filst example analyzed is for an H-hybLid circuit shown in Figure 5.l. This

hybrid is 3 dB directional couplel with a 90 degrees phase shift diffelence in the outputs of

the tluough and coupled arms. This type ofhybrid is also known as blanch-line hybrid. The

basic operation of the coupler is as follows, with all the ports matched, power entering port

1 is evenly divided between ports 2 and 3 with a 90 degrees phase shift between these

outputs. No power is coupled to polt 4, hence it is called the isolated porl. Because ofthe

symmetry of the coupler', any port can be used as input port, the isolated port will always

be in the same side as the input port.

The specific geometry that is used to run the simulation has a center frequency of

4.7GHz. The dimensions shown on the figure are calculated at this centet frequency. The

length ofthe foul branches ofthe cor.rpler is one full wavelength, this particulal length was

chosen to ensure accurate calculation of the S-parametels and to decrease any effects for

higher older modes launched at the feeding ports. This length is not critical to the operation

of the coupler provided that the feeding ports are suffrciently removed fi'om the coupling

alms. Experimentations with the geometry suggest that the minimum length for these

feeding ports has to exceed halfwavelength, and the neal ideal opelation can be achieved

as the length approaches one wavelength. As the length exceeds one wavelength the
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operation of the couplel is not affected, only the numerical calculations are increased.

The coupler is implemented as a microstrip circuit. The relative dielectric constant

for the substrate is 2.1 and its height is I .6mm. The discretization is carried out such that

the length of the microstrip line has 16 divisions per wavelength and the width has 4

divisions. The width of the lines is 5.1mm, calculated to have S0ohms impedance. The

lesults ale shown in Figure 5.2. The calculated S-parameters ale consistent with the

anticipated basic operation for the coupler'. This particular couplel has a theoretical

frequency bandwidth of 10-20%, From the results, the bandwidth of the operation of the

coupler in this palticulal example is estimated To be 12o/o. The results for the example

confirm the accuracy ofthe numerical analysis and the extraction ofthe S-parameters for a

matched port termination,

5.3.2 T-Junction

Anothel example for a basic miclowave cilcuit is shown in Figule 5.3. This is a

rnicrostlip T-junction. The T-junction is the nrost basic form for a microwave power

divider/combiner. The incident power on port I is divided between ports 2 and 4 based on

the impedance of each arm. If the two arms have equal impedance, the power is split

equally between the two ports. The reflection coeffrcient at polt I can be made zero by

making the impedance ofthe arm attached to port I equal to the parallel cornbination ofthe

impedances of the arms for ports 2 and 3. This kind of powel division is not symmetric, i.e.

porf 2 can not be used to divide the power between potts I and 3, otherwise the leflection

coefficient would not be equal to zero.

The T-junction in Figure 5.3 is implemented as a microstrip circuit. The dimensions
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are shown in the figure, the width ofthe lines are all set to be 0.5cm. The relative dielectric

constant ofthe substrate is 9.8, height is 3mm. The ground plane on which the substrate is

mounted is finite. The size of the ground plane is 6X4cm. The dielectric substrate is still

considered infinite in the lateral dimensions.

The frequency of the simulation starts at 300MHz, and the results are shown in

Figure 5.4. The behaviol ofthe S-parameters is as expected, the reflection coeffrcient at the

input port (S 
1 1) is not zero, since the impedance ofthe arms at polts 2 and 3 is not balanced,

as explained earlier'. The power is divided equally between the two ports (S12 : S13).

The example confirms the accuracy of the numelical technique for finite ground

plane structures and for thin dielectlic substrates. The dielectric height used is considered

thin at the frequency ofthe simulation.

5.3.3 Two Layer Microstrip Circuit

The next example analyzed is a two layer transmission line circuit, shown in Figure

5.5. Two microstlip lines lun parallel to each other'. One ofthem descends to the lower layer

though a vertical connection. This geometry, although simple, can not be analyzed using

most microwave circuits analysis packages (such as Agilent's Libra), because of the

presence ofthe two layels ofdielectlic and the discontinuity in the transmission line. Only

a full-wave analysis methods are applicable.

The palarneters fol the geometry are shown in on the figure, an infìnite ground

plane is assumed. All the ports have open circuit terminations. The veltical connection

between the two segments of the transmission line is modeled as thin vertical conductor

strip, with the same thickness as the transmission line itself. This connection does not
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resemble a via, as such a connection would introduce an impedance discontinuity in the

current of the transmission line. The pulpose of the example is to isolate the effects of the

coupling only in the S-parameters extraction.

The lesults for the simulated S-parameters are shown in Figure 5.6. For the

frequency range ofthe simulations it is shown that the coupling is not signifìcant. A good

agreement with the results from IE3D is obtained. The example demonstrates the accuracy

ofthe technique for multiyear structures and in the plesence ofvertical conductors.

5.3.4 The Air-Bridge Circuit

The second example, shown in Figure 5.7 is an air bridge circuit. This circuit is used

in MMICs, and can be a part of passive microwave components. The configulation consists

oftwo microstlip transmission lines, crossing at right angel to each other. At the area ofthe

clossing, one of the line is elevated in during the manufacturing process, such that no

electrical corurection exists between the two lines. The two lines share the common ground

plane.

The simulation of the circuit is carlied out, with matched termination for all ports.

The parameters for the circuit are shown in the fìgure. The piece ofthe transmission line in

the air is modeled by assuming an air dielectric layel with the lelative dielectlic constant is

equal to one. This layer have zero reflection coeffrcients with the half-space ail layel on the

top. The vertical section ofthe transmission line has the same thickness as the horizontal

section, similar to tlÌe pelvious example.

The obtained current on the lines is utilized in the port de-embedding pÌocess to

predict the S-parameters, The calculated S-parameters versus those obtained from the CAD
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Figure 5.5 Geomeüy for transmission line circuit.
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software are shown in Figure 5.8. The agreement obtained is acceptable. The example

shows the numerical accuracy of the analysis method for vertical conductors and air-

suspended cunent segments.

5.3.5 Double-Stub Tuner

This example is for the microwave circuit shown in Figure 5.9. This circuit is a

double stub tuner. The operation ofthe circuit is such that the reflection coefficient between

the two ports is zero for all frequencies, until the resonance frequency band ofthe stubs. At

this band, the reflection coefficient becomes high, and the circuit is non-conducting.

First, the geometry is implemented as a microstrip cilcuit. The dimensions of the

circuit are shown in Figure 5.9. An infinite ground plane is assumed fol the basic cilcuit.

The first simulation results ale shown in Figure 5.10, the extracted S-paraneters are

compaled to those calculated by Ensemble. The results do not exactly match because the

exact same discretization could not be used fol both results. Ensemble utilizes a

combination of tliangular and rectangular basis functions to rnodel the current. The

agreement is still acceptable and confirms the expected operation fol the tuner. There is no

information from independent analytical ol othelwise exact results or measurements to

suggest which result is more accurate.

The circuit is then modified. A metallic plate is added to represent a finite ground

plane. The new geometry is shown in Figure 5.11, and the dimensions of the finite ground

plane are also rnarked. The simulation is repeated and the lesults are shown in f,rgure 5.12.

The results show how the operation of the circuit is altered by the presence of the finite

ground plane. The cuuent on the ground plane is modeled using the same rooftop basis
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F'igure 5.9 Geometry of the double stub tuner with infinite ground plane.

Figure 5.10 S-parameters for the double stub tuner with infinite ground plane.
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functions used for the other conductors. The feeding pol'ts are terminated on the ground

plane.

Next, the alteration is made to the original circuit to have an apelture in the ground

plane, the geometry is shown in Figure 5.13. the dimensions of the aperture are shown on

the hgure. The results for the extracted S-parameters are shown in Figure 5.14. The results

again show how the performance ofthe circuit is altered in these conditions, which might

resemble a cut in the ground plane for the circuit. The curent on the apertule is modeled

using an equivalent magnetic cul't'ent, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Finally those two modifications are combined, such that the circuit will have a finite

ground plane with an aperture in it. The geometry is shown in Figule 5.15. The simulated

S-parametels ale shown in figure 5.16. The results are significantly altered from the

original case and the basic operation ofthe circuit is almost entilely lost. The cunent on the

ground plane is modeled as electric current, no equivalent magnetic current is assumed on

the aperture, since the ground plane is finite.

This example proves tlìe versatility of the methods and its capability to model basic

and complex microwave circuits in a variety of operating conditions. The discretization

used in this rnodel is to divide the width of the line into 4 cells and the length to have 32

divisions per wave length for the transmission lines. The finite glound plane and the

aperture needed fewer divisions, with 16 divisions per wavelength for the length and width

are used.

5.4 Coplanar Waveguide Structures

Coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures are preferred over microstrip lines or
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Figure 5,I3 Geometry of the double stub tunel with infinite glound plane and
slot in the ground plane.
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striplines in millimeterwave circuits [90]. This is due to some of the appealing properties

ofthe cPWs such as: there is no need to drill via holes for grounding purposes and for.shunt

connections as in microstrip lines. In addition, the impedance of cpws is controlled via the

slot to strip ratio, hence there is no need to use thin substrates in order to get higher

impedances such as in stripline ol microstrip circuits. The main drawback from a physical

point of view is that cPW lines take considerably more area to implement than microstrip

lines.

In this section, the application of the CIM to CpW str.uctures used in Il l0] is

investigated. The structure is an intercon¡ect that is used as a transition fi.om a flip-chip

device to a printed circuit board. The stlucture is shown on figure 5.17. The width ofthe

center conductor in the structure is kept constant tl 'oughout the simulations at 50 ¡rni. The

gap width v, height of the transition H and the length of the overlap lp between the two

CPW sections are varied to study their effect on the electlical pellormance ofthe structure.

The stlucture is simulated from l GHz to 100GHz with a step of 4.2GHz. The wide

bandwidth is needed for digital signals at l0-20GHz that have a power spectral density

components that exceeds l00GHz, starting fi'om DC. Hence, the structure needs to have

good electrical performance over this wide frequency band. The structure is physically

small and is modeled as finite. Thus the two ground segments ale taken as 200 ¡-ul wide

segments and the electlical cullent on them is segmented and modeled, similar to the center

conductor. The vertical transition region is modeled as vias. No magnetic current is

assumed in the gap since the structure is finite. The dielectric layers are assumed infinite in

the lateral dilections. since the structule is much smaller than the simulation wavelength at

the lower frequencies, the segmentation is not critical. The segmentation is altered for
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higher fiequencies, starting at 30GHz, with each frequency having a different

segmentation.

The results for the simulations are shown in figures 5.18, 5.19 anð,5.20.In each of

the tll'ee plots two ofthe *r'ee parameters (Y H and lp) are kept constant and the third is

varied. The magnitude of the leflection coeffrcient S11 is plotted against the simulations

frequency. It is evident from the simulation that the leflection can be kept below 30 dB for

the entire frequency lange of interest with the careful selection of the parameter.s. The

shucture shows promise for using in flip-chip technology.

5.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented the application of the CIM arralysis method to a variety of

rnicl'owave circuits and circuit building blocks. The acculacy ofthe method is first assessed

versus an exact analytical solution fol a quarter wave length stripline. Very small error

levels can be obtained by increasing the number ofdivisions across the line width.

Other examples presented confirmed the accuracy of the lnethod against known

analytical and commercial CAD software packages. The analysis method is versatile and is

able to handle a wide mix of geometries in different operating conditions, while

maintaining the numelical efficiency of the CIM. In the example of the CPW structure, the

method is applied to a wide fi'equency band with consistent results. This shows that the

method can be used in the lnillimetel wave range.
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CHAPTER 6

Application to Electromagnetic Compatibility

in PCBs and MMICs

6.1 Introduction

Virtually any electronic system components can pick up unintended radiation.

These components ale called unintentional receivers, as opposed to antennas which are

intended to receive radiation. The source of this radiation can be extelnal systems, such as

FM radio waves ol signals used in wireless communications, or internal system

components such as surges in the powel supply system or emissions from high frequency

components. This unintentional leception can complomise the signal integrity inside the

electlonic system, or interfere with its over all function. The problem becomes more

emphasized when the component size approaches one tenth or more of the signal

wavelength (D > 0.1f) .

Hence, the science of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) is concerned mainly

with the design of electronic systems such that the interference to or from these systems

will be minimized. A system will be electromagentically compatible if it satisfies two

criteria [111l:



l. It does not cause interference v,ith other systetns or itself.

2. It is not susceptible to emissionsfi'om other systems.

The compatibility standards with other systems are usually regulated by laws

imposed by the regulatory agencies. While the interfetence within the system components

is studied during the product design.

There are three aspects to EMC problem dealing with interfer.ence between the

various components ofthe system undef study. These aspects are the source (emitteÐ ofthe

radiation, the coupling path, and the receptor, Accordingly, there are thr.ee ways to prevent

this interference, namely, to suppless the emission at its source, to make the coupling path

inefiìcient, and to make the receptor less susceptible to the emissions.

6.2 Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Analysis

The electlomagnetic interfelence analysis to any electronic system deals with

various aspects. The two aspects that are related to radiation are radiated emissions and

susceptibility or immunity [ 12]. Both are tightly monitored in any consumer electr.onics

market. As plinted circuit boalds (PCBs) are the heart of most systems, modeling of

radiated emissions and susceptibility to ladiation fol PCBs are an integral part ofthe design

process of all new high-speed digital products. The increase in clock frequency and the

associated decrease in rise/fall times make the early detection of emissions pr.oblems from

PCBs in the design process vital.

Most of the focus in EMI modeling has been on r.adiated emissions rather than

immunity, The ploblem of radiated emissions normally had precedence over.immunity as

it is tied directly to the ability to sell the product, i.e. if the product exceeds the lirnit in
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radiation testing it could not be sold until this ploblem is fixed. On the other hand,

immunity to radiation was considered a product performance issue and thus less critical.

The new regulatory lequirements and the increased density ofelectronic devices expand the

emphasis on susceptibility or immunity issues. Many of the techniques developed for the

analysis of radiated emissions from PCBs can be modified to model immunity pr.oblerns.

Table 6.1 shows types of EMI/EMC tests conducted according to the European standards,

the second low in the table is the test concerned with the emissions and immunity.

Table 6.1 : Various EMC/EMI tests.

European Norm Area of Application
EN 61000-4-2 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)

EN 61000-4-3 Radiated EM freld

EN 61000-4-4 Burst/ electrical fast transients

EN 61000-4-5 Surge

EN 61000-4-6 Conducted RF distulbance

EN 61000-4-8 Power fiequency Magnetic Field

EN 61000-4-11 Voltage dips, interruptions

6.2.1 Radiated Emissions Modeling

Calculating radiated emissions from PCBs is a str.aight forwatd process once the

culrents on all the conductors are accutately determined. However., predicting the currents

becomes rnore challenging with the increasing complexity of the PCB layout. A

comprornise is usually necessary between accurately modeling the electric function ofthe

active components on the PCB and the exact geometry ofthe intetconnects systern, namely

the tlaces, vias and the ground plane.
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Two main approaches are used to simulate PCB topologies, they are: the signal

integrity simulations (also known as circuits-based sirnulations or Spice-type simulations)

and the full-wave electromagnetic solutions. Each approach puts an emphasis on one palt

of the PCB and makes simpliSing assumptions regarding the other. The first part being the

active devices and the other is the interconnects system.

In the signal integlity apploach, the electrical devices are rnodeled accurately, the

appropriate excitations are given, but the geometry is greatly simplified. For.example, all

glound planes are considered ideal. These simulations are thus unable to conectly predict

the currents in the interconnects system in the plesence of slots, holes ol cutouts in the

ground plane. These modif,rcations to the ground plane make the retuln path for the current

on the traces impelfect, thus increasing the common mode currents. In contrast to

diffelential mode culrents, comlnon mode currents have a significant contribution to the

overall radiated emission, since image currents on the ground plane do not cancel them.

Full-wave electromagnetic solutions are able to analyze accurately all parts of the

interconnects system, geometry wise. If we also take into account the increasing clock

fiequency in digital systems, using full-wave f,reld solutions to accurately predict radiated

emissions levels becomes inevitable. integrating active devices into the full-wave solution

is necessary to the overall acculacy of the modeling process.

Time domain based full-wave analysis techniques such as the frnite-difference tirne

domain (FDTD), and the transmission line matlix method (TLM) have been used to predict

emissions from PCBs. These techniques are vetsatile, and able to rnodel complex,

inJromogeneous geometries. Running the simulations in the time domain, allows for the

fi'equency response at multiple frequency points to be obtained using a single simulation.
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On the other hand, it is computationally very intensive, and modeling small features on the

conductors puts restrictions on the grid size used. Variable mesh size can be used at

diffelent locations at the expense of a much added complexity to the numerical technique.

The mixed potential integral equation (MPIE) presents an interesting alternative

full-wave solution. Coupled with the method of moments it proves to be a powerful

rnodeling tool in the microstlip antennas and microwave circuits ar.eas. As discussed in

ealliel chapters, dyadic Gleen's functions are used to account for the boundary conditions

between different dielectric layers. Utilizing the CIM to avoid the direct numerical

integration for the Sommerfeld integral enhances the numerical efficiency for. the

technique. Segmentation is cauied out fol the current on the conductols only, thus resulting

in a relatively smaller impedance matlix, as compared to the impedance matrix obtained in

the surface-volume integral equation formulation. valiable mesh size can be used without

adding considelable numelical effort to the technique.

It should be noted that analyzing an entir.e, complex PCB, with many active

components on it, is a daunting task fol any simulations technique. The memory and

computational requilements would make this task impossible for even a moderately

conplex PCB. The approach that is used to tackle the task of assessing the radiated

emissions from a typical board is to use a combination of engineering sense, experience

and/or simple numerical experiments and measurements to isolate potential problematic

areas. Once this is done, the geometry of these ateas is imported in the analysis software

for detailed investigation. The "divide and concur" approach is rnaintained until all the

"hot" radiation spots are identified.
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6.2.2 Susceptibility Modeling

Using numerical analysis to predict radiation susceptibility ofPCBs can be a time-

consuming process. The complexity ofthe problem arises tom the elaborate topology of

the PCB, and the fact that the analysis has to be repeated for multiple excitation fields.

The problem of external field coupling to PCB networ.ks has been studied in the

literature. For general metallic objects inside gigahertz transverse electromagnetic (GTEM)

cells, a study [113] was performed using the FDTD technique and the results were

compared to the measurements pelfolmed inside the cell. To study the problem ofexternal

field coupling to multiconductor transmission lines (MTL) a comprehensive analytical and

experimental study using the quasi-TEM method [114] was used. This study, also

incorporated active devices successfully with MTL structures. For susceptibility analysis

ofgeneral PCB stluctures the MoM was used in [115]-[116] and the TLM in [117].

ln analyzing immunity to radiation, the MoM becomes particularly efflrcient; once

the impedance matlix is constructed and inverted at a certain fi.equency, all incident field

angles and polarizations can be examined, without having to rebuild the impedance matr.ix.

The solution ofthe matrix equation produces the curlents on the conductor.s. Assessment

of these calculated cunents will aid the PCB designer to evaluate the immunity of the

simulated structure to the incident fields, or decide if the induced currents are of such a

level that it will interfere with the operation ofthe PCB under investigation.

6.2.2. 1 Susceptibility Modeling Procedure

An exhaustive testing procedure for the susceptibility would involve placing an

external source at various locations, and then measuring the coupled f,relds at several points
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on the tested PCB. The test needs to be repeated for all frequencies ofinterest, and various

source and receiver orientations. Obviously, this elaborate testing procedure would be time

consuming. Running numerical simulations using the same procedure would be even more

time consuming. This suggests a need for a more eff,rcient methodology to test the

immunity of PCBs to external fields. The plocess would start again by identiÍ!ing sensitive

locations on the PCBs, which can be done using a courbination of engineering sense,

experience and/or simple numerical experiments and measurements. These sensitive

locations are the measurements poinrs on the PCB under test.

Next, the source locations are studied, and the question becomes do all the possible

locations need to be tested, or can the location that is going to result in the highest field

coupling to a specific measurement point be identified without this comprehensive search?

The answer to this question can be obtained in the light of the recipr.ocity theorem. The

theorem states that a response ofa system to a soulce is unchanged when the source and the

measurement point are interchanged. Hence, if we use the identified measur.ement points

on the PCB, and perfolm an emissions test using these points as source locations. The

location where the emissions ale highest will be the same location wher.e if a source is

placed will couple the most energy to this measurement point. Using these two steps, a

finite set of measurement points and corresponding source locations are identified. The

numerical sirnulations can proceed for this finite set.

Any given source can be modeled as a set of incident plane waves on the given

PCB. The effrciency of the MoM is evident in this step, finding the response to multiple

excitations does not require the repeated evaluation for the inverse ofthe impedance rnatrix,

the inverse is calculated once and then is multiplied by the incident vector corresponding
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to the incident plane wave.

Therefole, the procedure followed in this research to asses the immunity or a

particular location on a PCB to extelnally coupled fields is summar.ized in these steps:

Identif, "sensitive" location(s) on the PCB structure.

Perform a radiated emissions analysis considering a source at each location.

Select external field sources, model them as plane waves.

Calculate induced voltage at each location.

Perform circuit analysis to determine the effects.

6.2.3 Frequency Sweeping

The MoM matrix is evaluated and the resulting system oflineal equations is solved

at each frequency point of interest. The process of repeating the solution at multiple

ft'equency points is called fi'equency sweeping. Normally, the EMI investigation of a PCB

spans a wide frequency band, thus the numerical efficiency of the method becomes more

critical. Sevelal methods were adopted to enhance the frequency sweep associated with the

method of moments. Techniques such as the complex fi.equency hopping and the

asymptotic wave expansion were used to decrease the numer.ical effort associated with

filling the impedance matlix elements at different frequency points. These techniques focus

on predicting the values ofthe Green's functions or the elements ofthe impedance matrix

at intermediate fi'equency points using information fiom other points at which the functions

are calculated.

The special feature regarding the CIM is that the complex coefficients and

amplitudes for the images ale the only parameters needed to calculate the Green's functions
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(GFs) closed folm equations at any point. The radial distance is then substituted in these

equations to evaluate the GFs at any point. Thus if we can intel.polate the values of the

complex coefficients and amplitudes at the intermediate frequency points, the GFs would

be known completely.

The accuracy of these interpolations depends largely on the behavior of the GFs

with respect to the fi'equency and the behaviol of the complex amplitudes and coeffìcients

with fiequency. It was shown in [ 18] that the GFs themselves are srnoothly varying with

frequency. It was also pointed out by Torabian and Chow [119] that the variation of the

coeff,icients of the complex images is not a smooth function of frequency. Howeve¡ we

notice that the simulations performed in [118] span a very wide frequency range and use

only a few complex images to represent the potential function. The investigations carried

out here suggest that the more complex images used, the smoother their frequency

variations become. Increasing the number of complex images used does not add a

significant ovelhead on the numerical algorithm, but is does allow for the interpolation of

the complex coeffìcients and amplitudes fol the complex images. The simulations show

only a fiaction percentage errot for using the interpolation to predict the coefficients rather

than using the GPOF to calculate them. In addition, the fi.equency range considered in EMI

simulations is rnuch smaller, in contrast to the one used in [119]. The result is an

eniancement in the numelical effrciency of the overall algorithm.

The algolithm starts by computing the complex images coefficients at selected

intervals in the frequency span. Linear interpolation is then used to pledict the coefficients

in between the calculated values. The impedance matr.ix filling then takes place, and the

impedance matrix is solved at each frequency point. The resulting algorithm is simple,
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reliable and easier to implement than, for example, the complex frequency hopping

algorithm.

6.3 Time Domain Signal Integrity Simulations

Simulating high speed digital intelconnect systems in time domain is of primary

importance to ensure that the product meets electlical performance metrics. Circuit

simulators, such as SPICE, have been developed to solve nodal equations for electrical

networks and obtain culrents and voltages given initial conditions and excitation sources.

These simulators are also extended to handle transistor cilcuits. For.digital circuits,

simulating the output buffel stage with the transmission line intercomect system is the goal

for signal integrity analysis. The signal integrity analysis aims to ensure that digital signals,

modeled as analog wavefolns, have good signal quality and arrive at their r.eceiver within

its allotted time window.

The fundamental difficulty encounteled in integrating transmission line simulation

in a transient circuit simulator such as SPICE alises because circuits containing non-linear

devices or time dependent characteristics must be characterized in the tirne domain. On the

other hand transmission lines with loss, dispersion and interconnect discontinuities ale best

simulated in the frequency domain. Sevelal approaches have been tr.ied with varying

degrees of success.

The Laplace transform technique is good at handling multi-conductor. transmission

line systems. It is more effrcient than the convolution teclxlique, but it has a limited ability

to handle freqr.rency dependent effects. Also, problems dealing with nonlinear terminations

restrict its usefulness. The method of characteristics [120] is relatively easy to use with the
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conventional circuit simulators. It is restlicted to low loss, dispersionless lines. Other

techniques for simulating disttibuted element systems have been reviewed by Djordjevic,

Sarkar and Harrington [121] and Schutt-Aine and Mittra [122].

In !23] the frequency domain Y parametel description of the distributed network

is converted to a time domain description using a Fourier transform. This time domain

descliption is then the Dirac delta impulse response of the distributed system. While the

technique can handle lossy coupled networks, a diffrculty arises as the Y par.arneters of a

typical multi-conductor array have a wide dynamic range. Consequently, aliasing in the

frequency domain to time domain transformation can cause appreciable errors in the

simulated transient response.

An alternative formulation that avoids the dynamic range problerns is given in

[24], where, scattering parameter formulation is used in considering a parallel coupled

transmission lihe system. Because of the limited range of scattering parameters this

apploach offers good computational stability and efïìciency.

Another but more direct S parameter technique based on the approach in [123] is

discussed in [125]. In this technique, a Green's function from the frequency domain S

parametels is derived and used to develop a method for analyzing an arbitrary complex

transmission line network terminated in nonlinear loads. The technique has reduced

sensitivity to dynamic range problems as compared to approaches based on netwol.k

parameters othel than the S parameters. Nonuniform lines can be considered and the

transmission line networks can be defined by network parameters derived through

measurement or circuit simulation, An extension of the method to a generalized packaging

analysis simulator was also presented in [25].
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6.3.1 Convolution Method

The S parameters ofa transmission line system describe the relative amplitude and

phase of forward, Vf, and backward, Vj, tlaveling waves at each port and at each

frequency on a transmission line of chatacteristic impedance 2n.,.

Integration of the S-parameters into a transient circuit simulator requires that the

description ofthe transmission line system be in terms oftotal voìtages rathel than traveling

wave components. This can be achieved by terminating each port in its reference

impedance so ensuring that there are no leflection, with respect to the system reference

impedance, at the ports of the distributed network. Mole explicitly, the total tlansient

response at port i of a transmission line system to atotalvoltage Ej(Ð= V;(t)+Vj+(t) with

output impedance 2,ìì at each pol1 is:

NtN
vt(Ð = I Je,1(t-r)E¡(r)d.= Ie(Ð88¡ (6.1)

j=1-- j=l

where N is the number of external ports in the system and gû(t) is the invelse Fourier

transform of G¡(o).

Removing the effect of the refelence impedance leads to a set of convolution

equations which have the discrete folm

eri(n.)v.,'(O)]
,å[,,å,

NT

8¡¡(n,-n")V¡'(n.) + I
nr=nl+l

where,

V'(n,) =

t14

(6.2)



Vj'(nr) = V¡(n¡) - I¡(nt)2n'' j:1,N (6.3)

In equation (6.2), NT is the number of time points in the period of interest,

t = 
^t 

. n, and t = Àt . n. and Âr and Àt are time steps. The intloduced node sources

V are now memory devices controlled by the present and past value of all virtual sources

vj" t'

Equations (6.2) and (6.3) are a set of coupled non-linear equations and must be

solved iteratively. In iterative vector foLm (6.3) becomes:

o*'v'(n,) 
= kvin,¡ 

- 
kÎ(n,)2",'

(6.4)

and (6.2) becomes

u*'Û"(n,) = ¡.k* 
lv'(n,)-â(n,)

where â(n,) is a vector with elements:

(6.5)

N. l1:' N' Ioi = IlIgi¡(n,-n.)V,'(n,)+ | e¡¡(n.)V;,(O)l ru.u¡
-t -¡.tLn,=O n, n,.r ¡ I

A is a matrix with elements f,¡ : etl(0), und 
k t IVqn,; 

is chosen to minimize

ll(n,)-o*'v' 1n,¡j . rn"n,

**'v(n,) 
= S(n,) -r-'1kÛ1n,;-o*'v"(n,)) (6.7)

Iteration would then proceed until some pr.edeter.mined tolerance is obtained. That
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is until lk 

* 
'v"1n,¡ - 

kvqn,¡l . , .

This convolution technique is implemented in the SPICE based circuit simulator

Eldo flom Mentor Graphics [126]. The simulation process starts with characterization of

the intercomect system using the MoM code, and getting the S-palameter descliption for

it. The S-parameter block is then insefted into a circuit file which contains the output buffer

stage and the load. A time domain transient analysis is run and the results fol the simulation

is plotted as voltage versus time. In the next section, an example is presented on the

implementation of the simulation process.

6.4 Numerical Results

This chapter presents the application ofthe CIM to estimate the radiated emissions

levels ftom PCBs and to assess the susceptibility of PCBs to externally coupled fields.

Interpolation of the complex amplitudes and coeffrcients for the complex irnages is used to

enhance the numelical efficiency ofthe frequency sweeps. The solution method is applied

to a number of examples ofPCBs found in the literature. The examples analyze how the

following structures affect the radiated emissions levels; vias, slot in the ground plane, gap

in the ground plane, coupling between traces and I/O lines. The analysis method is then

used to study some examples of extemal freld coupling to microstrip cir.cuits. An outline

methodology is given to incorporate active devices with the analyzed circuit.

The computed ladiated emissions levels are compared to the published results, good

agreement is obtained. In actual digital circuits, when the geometry of the ground plane or.

the traces become complex, the CIM provides a combination of efficiency and accuracy
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that makes it a valuable radiated emissions and susceptibility prediction tool.

Sirnulations are carried out to compare the accuracy ofthe technique against other'

published results. The selected examples represent analog and digital PCB components and

building blocks that are leported in the literature. Each of the circuits is simulated to

determine the amount ofradiated emissions fol a sinusoidal current source.

6.4.1 Verlical Connections and Finite Ground Plane

In the first example the effects ofvertical connections and a finite ground plane on

radiated emissions from a microstrip circuit are studied. The circuit in Fig. 6.1 consists of

a microstrip line with air dielectric, the line width is 0.1cm, its length is 5.Ocm and its height

above ground is 0.2cm [27]. The structure is using a source at one end of microstrip line

and a vertical conductor resembling a via connection to ground. Two cases for.the ground

plane are considered, the first case is the infinite ground plane, and the second case is the

finite glound plane case, in which the ground plane dimensions are 7.5cm x l5cm. The

results for the radiated emissions are shown in Fig.6.2.The simulation is carried out for.the

frequency range shown on the figure. The results based on the MoM analysis are compared

to the infinite ground plane results published in [127]. The lesults fol the radiated emissions

fol all exarnples including this one are plotted as maximum ladiation fìeld amplitude on a

sphere ofladius 3m centeled around the soulce point.

Next, the dimensions of the structure are modified to be 6mils for the line width,

6inch fol it length and Tmils for the height. The ground plane dimensions are O.3incli x

6.linch. The dielectric constant ofthe substrate is 4. The charactelistic impedance for the

line at these dimensions is 79.7ohms. Fig. 6.3 shows the leal part of the input impedance
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Figure 6,2 Magnitude of the electric field plotted as worst case vs. fi.equency



for the structure fol the frequency range shown in the figure.

6.4.2 Effects of Slots and Gaps in the Ground Plane

The simulations carried out in this section computes the emissions from miclostrip

circuits in the presence of gaps and slots in the ground plane. The ñrst example is shown in

Fig.6.4, which is the same geometry and same dimensions as in the previous example, only

the glound plane is infinite and a slot of dimensions 0.5inch x 2inch is centered under the

miclostrip line, also the vertical connection is removed and replaced with an open cilcuit

termination. The results for the ladiated emissions is shown in Fig. 6.5, which illustrates

the variation of the level of emissions with the geometry of the line.

In the example shown in Fig. 6.6 another microstrip circuit !28] is studied. It

represents a 20cm long and 0.5cm wide 5Oohms microstrip transmission line. The height

of the microstrip above the ground plane is 0.164cm and the relative dielectric constant of

the substrate is 2.3. The ground plane is frnite and its dimensions are 20cm x 20cm. The

gap in the ground plane has a 2mm width and its length is varied from 0 to l9cm. The

sirnulations are carlied out at 50MHz for this stluctule. Results are shown in Fig.6.7.

6.4.3 Coupling with I/O lines

In this example a microstrip circuit with a long I/O line is simulated [29]. The

circuit is depicted in Figure 6.8. The dimensions ofthe lines are shown on the figure, the

width of all the lines is Smils and the spacing between the line with the source and the I/O

line is also 8mils. The substrate has a 4.5 relative dielectric constant and lOmils height.

The results for the radiated elnissions are shown in figure 6.9. The results show that
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Figure 6.4 Miclostrip line with slot in ground plane.
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Figure 6.6 Miclostrip line with gap in the glor"rnd plane.
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even such a simple geometry can have emissions level that exceed FCC Class B limits for

the frequencies tested. Increasing the spacing between the lines leduces the coupling and

emissions levels [129].

6.4.4 Immunity Assessment

The geometry in this example is the same T-Junction geometry used in section 5.3.2

of the previous chapter. Here the problem of external field coupling to this kind of

microstrip cilcuits is considered. The simulation is first carried out at 300MHz. At this

frequency the longer dimension of the T-Junction is approximately one tenth of the

effective wavelength for the miclostrip structute. The simulation is then repeafed at

1 . I GHz, for which case the same dimension approaches half the effective wavelength. X

and Y-polarizations for tlie incident wave are considered. The normalized magnitr.rde of the

currents on the surface of the conductors is shown in Figure 6.10. and Figure 6.11 . The

wave is propagating in the positive Z direction.

6.4.5 Time Domain Signal Integrity Simulations

The example in this section uses the double stub tuner cilcuit sir¡ulated in the

previotts chapter, Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.12 for the cases of the ideal ground plane and a gap

in the ground plane. The S-parametels as a function of frequency are the input to the

simulations. The circuit is shown in Fig. 6.12, though simple it represents a typical single-

ended digital connection. The source represents the output stage ofthe dliver, modeled as

a simple pulse voltage source in this example to plove the concept, but it can be leadily

leplaced by a multi-transistor output stage of a digital circuit. The dynamic output
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impedance ofthe buffer is simplified to a SOohms source impedance and the load is another'

simple 5Oohms resistor. The input waveform is a trapezoidal waveform with 40ps rise and

fall times, 320ps pulse repetition rate and a zeto To one volt swing. The simulations are

canied out in Eldo. The resulting waveforms from the simulations are plotted in Fig. 6.i3.

The two waveforms appear very similar to each other for the first look. One miglrt consider

that the gap in the ground plane is not affecting the digital signal.

The gap in the ground plane is 2Ornil wide, i.e., it is a small fraction of the

wavelength at the maximum wavelength considered in the simulation, It is about one tenth

of the dielectlic wavelength at 8GHz. So indeed it is electrically small. However, a closer

look at the waveform and the zoomed in section in Fig. 6.13 reveals that the waveform in

the plesence ofthe gap exhibits a non-monotonic edge. The non-monotonic edge can cause

false trigger in the digital circuit. So even though the gap in the ground plane is electrically

srnall it still affects the digital signal adversely to move it from a pass to a fail situation. The

conclusion from this experiment is that the accuracy at which this signal is modeled using

the MoM code is crucial to detecting such a hidden fault in the circuit.

6.5 Conclusion

The simulation results demonstrates the accuracy of the method as compared to

published, computed and measured results. The solution technique is shown to be a

valuable numelical analysis tool to pledict radiated emissions levels from passive

structures. In addition, the tool is used to assess the external field coupling to micr.ostr.ip

circuits, which is an instrumental step in the immunity analysis procedure as has been

detailed in this chapter'. The procedule for time domain signal integrity analysis for
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Figure 6,12 Cilcuit model for the double stub tuner circuit.
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interconnect systems is presented and implemented. It is shown that modeling the

interconnect system using the MoM and using its s-parameter description to carry out

signal integlity simulations provides a deeper insight into the overall digital system

perfolmance.



CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Thesis Summary

This thesis presents the application ofthe clM to the analysis ofa wide variety of

plinted geometlies in multilayered media. The clM method is used to derive closed form

Green's function in the spatial domain, hence avoiding the numerical evaluation of the

sommerfeld integrals. The original clM is presented and its modification to the two level

approach is discussed. The role of the quasi static part in the approximation process is

pointed out and the importance ofincluding its terms in the overall accuracy ofthe solution

is demonstrated. The different approaches used to accomrnodate the presence of vertical

conductors in the geometly are discussed. A new appr.oach is suggested to retain the

efficiency of the method. This approach allows for the seamless integration of arbitrary

lengths ofvertical conductors in the printed geometries.

The method is applied to several printed circuit geometries, and the reported r.esults

are in good agreement with other commercial software and published results. The method

retains the advantage of being efficient. The technique also proved its potential as a

valuable analysis tool for passive MMlc components, and as an EMC pr.ediction tool.

The approach suggested here for calculating the G¡een's functions is a combination
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ofthe two-level approach and the subtraction ofthe quasi-static images. The efficiency of

this approach was demonsttated via a numerical example.

The integration of the MplE with the MoM, combined with the usage of the cIM

resulted in a versatile analysis tool for.microstrip structures. The developed tool has the

versatility to handle complex multilayer geometr.ies, integrated with various feeding

techniques. Line feeding, probe feeding, and aperture coupling are all included and tested

fol accuracy. The tested structures are of varying degree of complexity, and the obtained

results are in good agreement with the commercial CAD software.

The numerical accuracy ofthe developed numelical technique is established against

an acculate, analytical benchmark. in addition, it is shown that the error levels can be

reduced to an arbitrary small level using the proper segmentations. This also demonstrates

the stability of the method and its convergence. Examples of the applications to MMICs

and microwave circuits further demonstl.ated the method's versatilify and accuracy for the

S-parameters extraction routines.

In the field of EMI, the method used in this thesis is applied with success to

examples of different microstrip geometries and used in predicting the emissions levels

from these circuits. A procedure for immunity analysis for pcBs is suggested in this

research. This procedure makes the analysis for such problems efficient and reduces the

redundancies associated with immunity testing and sirnulations. The eftìciency of the MoM

is particularly utilized in its ability to calculate the system response to multiple excitations

without the need to re-compute the inverse of the impedance matrix.

Repeating the solution process at each fi'equency point of interest is always a part

of the analysis process for ante'a design, microwave circuit analysis or EMI analysis.
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Enhancing the efficiency of the frequerrcy sweeps using interpolation for the complex

coefficients ofthe Green's functions enhances considerably the numerical effìciency ofthe

analysis tool.

in combination with time domain convolution, The tool is used to analyze

interconnect systems with active circuits in the time dornain. Time domain convolution

enables the combination of the analysis of complex active circuits and complex

intercorutect systems without sacrificing accuracy on either side.

7.1.1 Thesis Highlights

The thesis highlights may be summarized in the following points:

' The CIM is utilized as an acculate and efftcient alternative to the numerical integration of

the SIs in the analysis of printed geometries in multilayer dielectric media,

' A new approach is suggested to handle arbitrary length vertical conductors in

multilayered media,

'The cIM is cornbined with the MPIE and the MoM to produce a versatile numerical

analysis tool for printed geornetries in multilayer.ed media.

'The analysis tool is applied successfully to the analysis of multilayer antenna problems

using different feeding mechanisms.

' The numerical accuracy and convergence of the tool is established via an analytical

benchmark.

' The tool is applied to the analysis of microwave circuits, in the presence of finite ground

planes, slots in the glound plane and to a wide frequency band intercon¡ects.
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'The tool is used to accurately predict the radiated emissions levels fi.om printed

interconnect structures.

' The frequency sweeps is made more eff,rcient by interpolating the coefficients of the

complex images used to represent the Green's functions in the spatial domain.

'An efficient susceptibility prediction p.ocedure is suggested based on the analysis tool.

'In combination with time domain convolution, the tool is used to analyze interconnect

systems with active circuits in the time domain.

7 .2 The EffTciency of the Method

A basic measure for the efficiency of the clM is the number of times the Green,s

functions expressions in the spectral domain are evaluated. The r.ational behind using that

measure is the fact that the explessions for these functions are very complex as evident

fi'om Appendix A. The complexity rises with the increased number.of dielectric layers. For

a typical application ofthe cIM 200-500 samples are needed for the appr.oximation, and

this number does not depend on the size ofthe structure being analyzed,. o'ce the complex

coeffìcients are obtained using the GPOF method, the resulting simple closed form can be

evaluated as many times as needed in the MoM solution. on the other hand for the direct

numerical integration, the Green's function is typically evaluated thousands oftimes during

the MoM solution, and the numbe¡ increases with the size ofthe structure being analyzed.

Hence, the clM method is much more efficient in filling the MoM matrix than the direct

numerical integration.

The resulting impedance matrix is identical in both cases (within the numerical
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accul'acy ofthe methods). The size ofthe impedance matrix is directly related to the size of

the structure itself And the solution plocess for the matrix equation does not depend on the

apptoach used to obtain the Green's function in the spatial domain. Hence any comparison

between the efficiency of the two MoM codes should distinguish between filling the

impedance matrix and solving the matlix equation. The clM based code can make use of

all available efficient matrix solution techniques.

The overall efficiency achieved using the cIM is governed by the size of the

analyzed structure, and its geometry, our tool compared favorably with the commercial

cAD tool IE3D [03] frorn the running-time point of view, for the same structure running

on the same machine. This is specially evident for structures with ver.tical con¡ections. The

CAD tool uses direct numerical integration for the sommerfeld integrals, with accele¡ation

and interpolation techniques.

Howeve¡ as the structures become more complex and the MoM matrix gets larger;

the computation time is longer than the rnatrix filling time and the extra numerical

efficiency drops.

7.3 Future Work

Future work will include the use of variable size meshing tech-niques in the MoM

segmentation. It rnay also elaborate on the susceptibility modeling procedure and its usage

in different examples and actual circuit. Futur.e work may also include a detailed

investigation of using the MoM code in conjunction with the time domain convolution.

specifìcally, what frequency band should be employed in the analysis of interconnect

structures. Together with a study of the required frequency step and the maximum
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corresponding time domain step fol the convolution. The investigation may also include a

study ofthe limitations, if an¡ on the size of interconnect structures that can be analvzed

using this method.
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APPENDEX A

Greents Functions Derivation

For a general multilayer medium with magnetic and electric sources, there are 10

different types of potential functions [89], U 3 01. Table A. 1 lists these poterltial functions.

Table ,A'.1 : Potential functions for different kinds of sources

VED G; G:¡l

VMD

HED Gi, cî c;-
HMD

G'; ci'

ci", cil c;'^

V=verlical H=horizontal E=electlic M=magnetic

Figure A.l A one section tlansmission

fL

ine
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For a simple one section transmission line model as shown in Fig. A. l, the voltage

transfer at the load can be written as:

., V.(1 -fs)(1 + fl)e-ikd
"L - t l-lìfre,ir.d

(4.1)

(4.2)

r^ I.'1

<___ùl
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Figure A..2 Cascaded tlansmission line model.
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where C is the transmission matrix of the transmission line:

In equation (4.1), the denominator can be written as:
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The matrix C in equation (4.3) simply becomes a chain product of a series of C's.

Thus equation (4.1) becomes a voltage transfer coefficient T ofthe form:

..:V(zf) - 
VL 

- 
cs(l *fs)(l + fL)cL !^A,': uO: ul, =- (À+i

where the denominator P is given by:

r lT r -r

p = I I I c,c,rcr...c,-c,*...cr-cr*...cr.r-,c*-,.*C*l_l I ro.rl
L-I ".i LI "l

with

.,I ll' = I ll'",.,,c2 c,-
L-I'l L-t "l

(A 6)

and

[r" 'I.' 
ËJ 

: ci* cr, 
'. ' 

... .- l.l (4 7)

where C., is deflned as equation (A,.3) with kd replaced by krndn. krn is given in terms of

the plopagation coefficient of the ntlt medium kn as: k],., : ki- k3 and the ladial spectral

domain variable is ko given by: ko = lj--t, Cn,n¡¡ is the transmission matrix at the

interface between lines 2,., and Z,r¡7 and has the form:

cn,n,=E:,rlr",:,,t"';.t ,ot,

where
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The transmission matrices C, * , C¡* are defined using equation (4,3) and

replacing kd by kr¡(d¡ -çi) and k,,ç. (i=s, l.¡ foL the + and - cases, respectively.

Çi(i = s, f) are distances of the sources and the field points from the first left interface,

respectively, and d¡(i : s, f) are the thicknesses of the layers in which the source and the

field points are located.

4.1 Electric Sources

In a homogeneous medium the electromagnetic fields can be written in terms of the

magnetic vector potential A. For an electric soulce of the folm:

J = Iodlô(r-r',)û, (A'.10)

located at r, pointing at a unit direction û, and ladiating in a homogeneous space (¡r'er). A

is given by:

77-- "rì+l "nln,n+l: 
Z*, ¡ Z"

o, =,"u,îfr$#û,

(A.e)

(A.11)

'ra
whele kl = o-pses. The potential A, may be lepresented in terms of the plane wave

spectrum:
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I u, . - ^
A,(r,, r¡) : - I J 

A'(zn z,,ko)exR(-jko
4n--

where (rs, r¡) a|e the source and the field locations,

k = k i+k i.and
fJx

Ã, = Ã..6Trs(zs, zr;kp)

-u"
¡ rs (,

/J Krs

Tr9(z' z¡;ko) : exp (-j k,,lz¡ - zrl)

f . ,
where k,, = ,Jk; - k;, Im(k,,) < 0 . To prepare for the multilayer media, the spectral

dornain function Ã, in equation (4.13) can be written as:

P)d2ke (A.12)

g = (x¡- xr)x + (yr- yr)y

(4.13)

(4.14)

(A.15)

(4.16)

where Arg is the source spectlal amplitude and Tro is a propagation factol between the

source and observation point in spectral ko domain.

In a multilayer medium, the magnetic vector potential due to veltical electric-

cunent elernent of unit intensity is assru¡ed to have only one component Gf along fhe z

axis. For a horizontal electric soulce, there are two components: Gi and Gf,.
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Figure .A.3 Multilayel medium, spatial domain (left) and spectral domain (r'ight).

4.1.1 Vertical Electric Dipole (VED)

The source current density is given by equation (4.10) with û, = 2. The spectral

domain É* is given by:

i^ : -jk'cf(r,., r.,t^)
P¡

Substituting equation (4. l4) in the above equation:

(A.17)

n- = H-orfç(zr,z";kr) (4.18)

whele the tlansfer function ff;i is ttre propagation factor to be derived for a TM planer

wave in a VED in the multilayel mediurn of Fig. 4.3. È*e is the spectlal aniplitude of Ê*
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continuity of H'. atthe plane ofsource, the source in the transmission-line nodel is chosen

as a voltage soul'ce and its value is determined so that it can produce cunent É^6 in the

line when the line is ended by an impedance ofsource layer Z, from both sides. Thus Tf¡;'

can be written as:

at the source and can be given as

- -ik -
f,xC) - 

-Asou_

The analogy between the propagation of Éx

cìirrent on a multisection transmission line is used

(A.re)

and the wave behavior ofthe electric

to determine Tf¡f . Because of the

(4.21)

v s/2zs
(4.20)

Fol this case the characteristic impedance Z, is TM, wave impedance in layer n, and the

current reflection coefficients should be used:

rli,r'("nzs;kp) = ffi =
t,,

1,

" ,o en

The current-voltage tlansmission ratio of equation (4.20) can be wlitten in telms of

the transmission matrices of equations (4.3) and (4.8) as:

riiì =
c.(1 + f.)(1 + fr)cr

where the parameter P is defined in equation (4.5).

t42
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Using equation (4.l8), the following expression for ê'f atthe field-obselvation

point can be derived in terms of its source spectral arnplitude:

- u- v'e
Ga (z¡' z,;ko) = Ato¡Tr" (zr, zs;kp) (4.23)

The scalar potential ð!' can be written as:

- ^2-v. "Àez Aso d lTi4uq = ---=;-r_i (4,.24)' 
P.k; edÇ'dÇ¡

where çi, i = s, f are distances shown in Fig. 4.2.

4,.1.2 Horizontal Electric Dipole (HED):

The source cument density is given by equation (4.1 0 ) with û, = i . For TE waves,

this part is generated by the ú, of the incident field. Similar to equation (,A.. I 8):

n" : Ê-orf;'qzr,zs;kp) (4.2s)

whele the transfer function ff;t is ttre plopagation facol generated by a HED in the

multilayer medium. E*s can be written as:

. .2
Ë"o : ¡t 

"13þn,o 
: -¡r!a,o @.26)-k: k:Pt)

where Are is given by equation (4,15). In the transmissionline model of Fig. 4.2. E* is



similar to voltage and, as it is continuous at the plane ofsource, the source is chosen as a

cunent source. Based on the same argument as that used for VED TlÈt can be represented

by the following ratio:

rib"
v (zr)
zsrs/2

(A.27)

(4.28)

(A.29)

(4.30)

= L("Ð =
Exo

wlrich is readily been given by equation (A.22) for cascaded transmission-line sections

when the series-voltage source Z, is replaced by palallel-current soutce 1, and the

charactelistic impedances in equation (A,.9) ale replaced by their TE equivalents:

_ oÞn
un 1-Kzn

The following expression for' ðf, can be written in telms of Tf;" :

cf,1zn z,;ko) = ,i,orf¡"1rn z,;t<o)

TM waves are generated by Ê, component ofthe incident field and thus:

Ë"12n z,;ko) = Ë*orft'qzr, z,;ko)

whele the transfer function ff;" is ttre propagation factor for a TM constituent ofHED in

the multilayer medium. H"6 is the spectral amplitude of H* at the source if the source was

to radiate in a homogeneous medium with pal'ameters (¡r' er) and can be given as:
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where A16 is given by equation (4.15). The source in the transmission-line model is

chosen as a current source due to the discontinuity of ñ* at the plane ofsoulce. Thus Tli;

can be written as:

Ê"o=-ffÃ,o

^H.e, fl-(rr) l(zr)
I ri4 (zf, zs;l( o)"- H*o rs/z

The cunent-voltage transmission ff;- can be written as:

(A.31)

(A.32)

(A.33)¡TM
c,(1-f,)(1+fl)cl

where the parametel P is defined in equation (,A..5). E, can be written as:

(A.34)

Using equation s (A.29) and (4.34), the following explession for õf,* can be

delived:

ê']ç2,,2,;kr) = (A.35)

The scalar potential õ!t can be witten as:

(*) 
^,"[il-,,'i" 

-, 3, J')
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,ï = #,(#'i, -,-,.#"") (A36)

A..2 Magnetic Sources

The procedure that was used for an electlic sot¡rce can be used to hnd the potentials

due to a magnetic culrent element or a magnetic chalge poirrt. For an n.ragnetic dipole in a

homogeneous medium of the folm:

M = moð(r'¡- rr) û,.,,

The electric vector potential F is given by:

(4.37)

(4.3e)

(4.40)

(A.41)

'': n'"!{#*sû' (438)

In the spectral domain function:

F. = F.6Tr6(2., z¡;ko)

:1
r s()

zJKrs

T,o(2,, z¡;ko) = exp(-jk,,lz¡- z,l)

4.2.1 Vertical Magnetic Dipole (VMD)

The soulce cuuent density is given by equation (A.37) with û,.,., = 2. The genelated
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field by a VMD in a multilayer medium is TE, and can be expressed in terms of a potential

Gfi' and a scalar potentiat C['. fne field is generated by the È. ofthe incident f,reld. The

transmission factor is derived as:

n": Ë*orf;'(zr,z,;kr)

Where the transfer function ff;"' is the propagation factor for the TE, generated by

VMD in the multilayer medium. Ë*9 can be written as:

(A.42)

(A.43)

(,A,.4s)

(4.46)

Where Fr6 is given by equation (4.40). Using the transmission-line model of Fig. 4.2 and

the same argument fol the dielectric dipole, Tf;t can be represented by the following ratio:

-v. m e-(rr) Y(zùtrÊ =-il=z,t/,

' t(ou-
Exo = jky"-#H2e: jk,F5s

ko

êi' 12,, z";ko) : Ë,6tf;"12n z.;ko)

_ 2 -^
Àmz F.o ô Ti;'
"q 

¡t'rt]'ae'ôer

Where q¡, i = s, f are distances shown in Fig. 4,2.

(4.44)

rff" nas ttre same fonn as rf;t. rfre following explessions lor c'¡' una ô1" ar rhe field-

observation point can be derived in terms of its source spectlal amplitude:
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4.,2.2 Horizontal Magnetic Dipole (HMD)

The source current density is givenby equation (A.37) with ün,' = i.Th. generated

field by a HMD in a multilayer medium can be expressed in terms of Ci-, Gi* and G!t".

TM waves are genelated by the Ez component ofthe incident field and thus:

Ë*1zn z,;ko) : ËI^otf¡i"izn z,;ko¡ (4.47)

where the transfer function ffni ir the propagation factor for a TM constituent of HMD

in the rnultilayer medium. Ê*p is the spectral amplitude of ñ* at the source and can be

given as:

^ v2-
H*e : -jore,JFre

k;

whele ñ16 is given by equation 1a.+O¡. ff;i can now be wlitten as

-H. m, ft"(rÐ I(zù
, v, \ ,, s, rrl Hxo V s/2zs

(4.48)

(4.4e)

-H, nl
rTM has the same form as tf;f . ðÈ^ can be represented as:

:rx\ - : €. V.e
Gp (zn zr;ko) = pro jT

.f TM

TE waves are generated by the fr, ofthe incident field. Thus,
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e-: Ë"orf;'çzr,z,;kr) (4.s1)

where the tlansfer function tf;"' is the propagation factor generated by a HMD in the

multilayer medium. E*o can be written as:

i -j k*k,,k,. -Exo: #Fso (A'.52)
kp

Using the transmission line model, Tf;t can be written as:

.|u,n' - E"(zr) _ v(zÐ _ cr(l-fr)(l + ft.)c,-
'rE:T;:v/r: p (4.)r,

where the parameter P is defined in equation (4.5).

The following explession fot ôfl can be derived:

ê.{ qzp ,";k,) = -*¡,o[n,,rff _, ï#9 (A s4)

The scalar potential G[* can be written as:

òi" = El-nrfru''-¡r,.,4i'l (A.55)
grkí\tt ' t" " "ôçr )

Only four transfer functions have been used to obtain the potentials given in tablel.
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APPENDEX B

Surface Waves

On microstrip antennas, surface waves ar.e excited whenever the substrate has a

relative dielectlic permittivity constant greatet' than one [131]. These surface waves give

rise to coupling between various elements ofan array and results also in end-fire radiation.

Surface waves are launched in the substrate at an elevation angle 0 lying between n/2 and

asin(l/ 
^fl) as shown in Fig. B.1. These waves are incident on the ground plane with this

angle where they get reflected to the dielectric-air interface which also reflects them.

Following lhis zígzag path, they finally reach the boundaries of the micr.ostrip structure

whele they are leflected back and diffracted by the edges giving rise to end-fire radiation.

On the way to the boundar¡ ifthele is any other antenna in the proximity, the surface waves

can become coupled to it, This coupling decreases away from the point of excitation

because the rate of decay of these surface waves is pr.oportional fo I / Gft) .

Surface waves are TM and TE modes of the substrate. These modes are

charactelized by waves attenuating in the transverse direction and having a real propagation

constant above the cutoff frequency. The phase velocity of the sur.face waves is highly

dependent on the substrate thickness å and its ¡elative dielectric per.mittivity er. The lowest
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order TM mode is designated as the TMo mode and has no cutoff frequency. The cutoff

fiequencies for the higher order- TM,, and TE,, modes are given by:

F igure 8,1 Propagation of surface waves in the substrate ofa microstrip structure

^ncf-=-.-' 4hJs,- I
(B.1)

wherecisthevelocityoflightinfreespace,histhesubstr.atethicknessandn:1,3,5,...

forTErmodesandn = 0,2,4,... for TM, modes. Having azero cutofffrequency, the TM,

mode will always be excited at the open end of the microstrip antenna. It will even

plopagate on very thin substrates having low dielectric constant values at nearly the

velocity of light. For the TEl mode, the calculated values of h./À" , where À" is the cutoff

wavelength, are 0.217 and 0.072 for duroid (t, = 2.32) and GaAs (e, = 13 ) substr.ates,

lepectively.Thus, the lowest order TE mode is excited at about 4lGHz for a l.6mm thick

duroid substrate and at about l09GHz fot a 200¡rm thick GaAs substrate, The field

distlibution ofthe TEI mode is such that it can propagate below the patch metallization and

can always be excited above the cutoff fi'equency.

The dispersion relation for the TMn modes are given by:

arc sin( 1 ,z(ufe,))
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sruoh + uhtanh(uh) = 0

While for the TEn modes, fhe dispersion relation is given by:

whele
uoh + uhcoth(uh) : 0

2uo= þ'-ut

þ'-u3",

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

(8.5)

(8.7)

and

The exact value of B has to be known for the analysis of microstrip antennas. This

exact value is usually obtained using a root searching algorithm. Yet, the initial value ofB

is still needed in a closed form for the root searching. For the TMo mode in lossless

substrates, the radial propagation constant B is real and bounded by 1 < B,zko < sr. If the

substrate is electrically thin then þ/kox 1. The value of B,zko can be obtained by

assuming:

B'zkoæ1+ô

Substituting this expression in (8.2), we get

(8.6)

,.,úa*f- io,,a" = o

n=0

where the inf,rnite sum is a Taylor's series for ,{ea } tangonlra}l around the poinl

z:þ/ko = l.In(8.7)
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0o: s tan (kohs)

r[ k^hs I
"r =-il tan(kohs)- " ;l

" L ( cos (kohs))'_j

s:uEJ

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)

(8.11)

(8.13)

Retaining only the dominant term cro in (8.7),

P,zkoæ I.l(*orn)'
' "f

While using a two term Taylol approximation in (8.7) yields

p'.=p

þi = (e,- l)tanô((koh),2e,)2

(8. r 2)

The above exptession gives good accuracy for sh < ?,,o/ 4 .If the substrate has

modetate losses defined as er( I - j tan ô) , then the surface wave propagation constant will

also be complex valued defined as B = (P,-jB¡) with B, > 0, where

For a multilayer substlate consisting of ¡r differ.ent thin layers, a general expression

for B,zko for the TM, mode can be given as:

,f N. r \2
þ/ko= | *il Iajnon,l (B.14)

"\i =t "ri ,/

where er¡ and h, ale the constituent palameters of the ith layer.. For single layer thin
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substrates, þi/ko vary linearly with tanô and k.hÉ, - I .

The value of the substrate thickness that allows only the propagation of TMo mode

while keeping all other modes below cutoff is given for a single layer substrate as:

h= I
2'o 4^l;l

For the double layer substrate case, the condition that should be satisfied is:

(8.1s)

tan(koh,Su J¡tanlkohru[, - t; < (8.16)

The power carried away by the surface wave increases with the increase in the

substrate thick¡ess. However, for thicknesses satisffing

(8.17)

the antenna loss associated with the surface wave can be neglected. The r.adiation efficiency

ofthe anten¡a decreases due to the power carried away by the surface waves. This decrease

in effrciency can be used as a critetion in deciding the value ofthe substrate thickness for

the patch.

h_ 0.3
Io 2nF,
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